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ABSTRACT
A search for steady and episodic emission of Ultra High Energy radiation from
the Crab has been carried out using the CYGNUS air shower array telescope.
No signal has been observed in the analysis of the data set of more than 2 x 108
showers with energies greater than about 10 TeV. A flux upper limit on the
unpulsed steady emission above 40 TeV is 2.9 x 10~ 13 cm2 s" 1 , at the 90%
confidence level limit. A burst was observed for the source transit on April 28,
1989. This day had a probability of 0.71% of being a random fluctuation for
the 1621 days of from the Crab region.
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Chapter 1
The Crab Pulsar/Nebula: Observations and
Models for 7-ray Emission
1.1

Ultra High Energy Astronomy

Ultra High Energy (UHE) Astronomy is the study of radiation in the primary
energy range from 1013 eV to 10xr eV from celestial sources. The energy of the
UHE radiation corresponds to center of mass energies that are higher than those
accessible at the highest energy particle colliders that are in operation at present.
UHE 7-rays can arise from the interaction of nuclear cosmic rays with matter,
either in the interstellar medium (ISM), or in compact energetic astrophysical
sources, such as radio pulsars and X-ray binaries. UHE protons and nuclei
are expected to have an isotropic distribution, because they interact with the
interstellar magnetic field. Since a 7-ray is not deflected by the magnetic field,
it should point back to its source of origin, therefore, detection of UHE 7-rays
probes the sites of production and acceleration. Charged UHE radiation below
1017 eV is isotropically distributed on the sky, and it forms a background when
searching for 7-rays and other neutral cosmic rays from point sources.
Candidates for the production of UHE cosmic rays, including 7-rays, are
powerful compact objects (radio pulsars, X-Ray binaries, etc.) which are capable of producing beams of energetic particles with energies up to 10 u eV. UHE
experiments are designed to detect the 7-rays at these high energies.
The Crab nebula/pulsar is a unique high energy astrophysical object which

has been observed at frequencies ranging from the radio band to the 7-ray
band. At Very High Energy (VHE) from 10" eV to 1013 eV, the search for
point sources of radiation has yielded few detections; except for the Crab, all
reported observations are of short duration. The Crab is the only detected
steady source above 200 GeV, with a steady emission up to 4 TeV.[l] The
spectrum of radiation in the MeV-GeV range is strongly pulsed, while at TeV
energy it is not pulsed. The transition from pulsed to non-pulsed radiation is
puzzling. A few models describe a transition, but observations are not sufficient
to discriminate amongst them. A general overview of the models is given in this
Chapter.

1.2

Introduction to the The Crab Pulsar/Nebula System

The Crab pulsar is the remnai t of a supernova progenitor of 1054 AD, which was
discovered in the late 1960's only a year after Jocelyn Bell made her discovery of
pulsars. The short period (~ 33 ms) established that radio pulsars are neutron
stars, and 3ince then over 450 pulsars have been discovered, many of these only
recently. [2,3]
The Crab is relatively close to the earth (~ 2 kpc), and resides at roughly
the center of a gas envelope nebula that is expanding at a rate of ~ 1000 km
s"1. The Crab pulsar is the member of a class of 3 isolated pulsars, described by
Cordava et al., which emit strongly in both the radio and X-ray energy bands.[4]
The Crab is over 3 times more luminous than the others (~ 5 x 1038 ergs s"1).
The period of the pulsar is ~ 33 m-seconds, and is slowing at a rate of
P ~ 4 x 10"13. The individual radio pulses display large variations in amplitude
and shape, however, the average pulse profile shows a very stable pattern, and
reflects the steady decrease in spin. Shown in Figure 1.1 is the observed pulse
profiles integrated over many pulse periods, at 4 different energy bands. [5] The

:00 MHz

Figure 1.1: Pulse profiles at various energies.
pulsar period occasional abruptly changes to a different period (glitches). The
strength of the glitches for the Crab are A ~ P/P = 4 x 10~8.[6] Glitches are
believed to be associated with large crustal quakes, occurring with the accumulation of shearing force at the surface and subsequent fracture of the surface.
The magnetic field strength can be derived on the assumption that the rotational breaking results from magnetic dipole radiation, and that the magnetic
field is purely dipolar. The field strength given in the dipole field model[2] is,
Bo = (3I<?PP/8*2a*)1'2,
where units are cgs, I is the moment of inertia ~ 1045g/cm2, c is the speed of
light, a is the pulsar radius, and P and P are the spin period and its derivative.
For the Crab BQ = 3 x 1013 G. A typical magnetic field strength for a radio
pulsar is ~ 1010 - 1012 G.
The Crab nebula has a filament structure threaded with magnetic fields.

High energy electrons emit strongly polarized radiation in the radio, optical and
X-ray energy bands. The nominal value for the magnetic field of the nebula,
inferred from a break in the synchrotron spectrum between radio and optical
energy, is 3 x 10"4 G, after averaging over the nebula. [7]

1.3

Emission from Optical to High Energy (< 10 GeV)
7-ray Frequencies

Optical, radio, and X-ray observations of the Crab reveal the pulsed and nonpulsed emission. The pulsed component is attributed to emission from the
magnetosphere or beamed from the poles. The non-pulsed fraction can have
different origins; in the TeV range it is most probably from the nebula. The
non-pulsed component is re-solved at many bands where the angular resolution
is sufficient to distinguish it from the background radiation. The pulsed component is detectable if it is a sufficient fraction of the background radiation, and
increased angular resolution helps. The spectrum of pulsed and un-pulsed radiation from radio to 7-ray energies is shown in Figure 1.2. [5] Pulsed radiation from
optical to 7-rays is well described by a model of Cheng, Ho and Ruderman.[8,9]
This model describes the pulsed radiation over and energy range from 0.8 eV
to 1 MeV, with 3 changes in the spectral index. The success of this model
has prompted some to use it to describe the transition to completely un-pulsed
radiation at TeV energies.[10,1]

1.4

Models for VHE/UHE emission from the Crab

The Whipple collaboration has recently reported steady emission from the
Crab with high statistical significance (~ 20<r.)[l] This observation is based
upon imaging techniques to reject background cosmic ray initiated showers
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Figure 1.2: Spectrum of emission from radio to gamma-rays.
and preserve 7-ray initiated showers. They report a flux of 7(±0.4) x 10~ u
photons/cm2/s above 0.4 TeV, with a source spectrum given by dN/dE =
2.5 x lO-10(E/OATeV)-24±0-3

between 400 GeV and 4 TeV.

Several models have been proposed to explain the emission from the Crab
observed by Whipple. These include the synchrotron-self-Compton model, [11]
the outergap model,[10] and the proton beam storage model. [12] The favored
model for radiation in the 200 GeV to 1 PeV region is the synchrotron-selfCompton model. If the spectrum continues with the spectral index observed at
TeV energy and consistent with this model, the flux should be near or above
the level detectable by CYGNUS.
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Figure 1.3: Crab spectrum of De-Jager and Harding.

1.4.1

Synchrotron-Self-Compton (SSC) Model

The SSC model best explains VHE un-pulsed 7-ray radiation. This model is due
to De-Jager and Hardingfll], and is based on early versions of SSC by Gould
and others.[13,14,15,16j In this model, energetic electrons are accelerated to 10"
to 1016 eV in a shock front a few light cylinder radii away from the neutron star
surface. The synchrotron spectrum of the nebula is boosted by the energetic
electrons. The boosted self-synchrotron spectrum has a longer tail than the
synchrotron spectrum, and steepens at energy E ^ ~ 20TeV. The predicted
spectrum is given in Figure 1.3, for three choices of Emu and an average nebular
magnetic field of 3 x 10~ 4 . Uncertainty in the field configuration was tested
in their model, and they found the spectra were relatively insensitive to the
configuration. From Figure 1.3, we see that the spectrum and spectral index of
this model are in agreement with the observations by Whipple.

1.4.2

Outer Magnetospheric Gap Model Extended to a
Few Light Cylinder Radii

An alternative to the SSC model is a modified outer magnetospheric gap model.[10]
The model for pulsed emission in optical, X-ray and 7-ray has been described by
Cheng, Ho, and Ruderman (CHR model). In this modified model, high energy
7-rays are emitted from a region a few light cylinder radii away from the neutron
star surface at the pulsar wind shock front, and are the result of primary 7-rays
emitted near the neutron star surface. Kwok, Cheng, and Lau have extended
the model to describe the interaction of the highest energy electrons emitted
from the pulsar outer gap.
The spectrum and flux from this model are also in agreement with the observations of Whipple. The transition from pulsed radiation in the MeV region
to un-pulsed radiation in the TeV region is predicted in this extension up to
higher energy.
In their model, the region called the outer magnetospheric gap, which is
inside the magnetosphere radius, is the location of acceleration of primary electrons. The electrons are ejected with energy of 20 TeV. These electrons interact
with photons inside the light cylinder to give radiation above several hundred
GeV. The spectrum is shown in Figure 1.4.

1.4.3

Proton/Proton Collisions Model

Another model for un-pulsed UHE emission is due to Cheng et ai[12] The
model predicts UHE radiation from the extended nebula by the the collisions of
UHE protons with protons stored in the nebula. The storage of protons occurs
because the magnetic field extends over a large volume, and the protons have
been continually injected by the pulsar wind into the nebula since the supernova
of 1054 AD, however, slower than the injection of electrons into the nebula.

-9
7 = 3.5x10
1
y = 3.0 x 10T -j
7 = 2.5 x 107 "i
• This work
—
• Fazio et al. (1972) -

11
12
log(Ganin:a-ray Energy /

13
eV)

Figure 1.4: Spectrum calculated in model of KCL
The magnetic field of the nebula acts as a storehouse of UHE protons to
a total energy of 10** ergs. The storing of enormous energy requires a long
time, which is achieved in the time since the pulsar/nebula were first formed.
Secondary protons, accelerated near the strong pulsar core, interact with the
primary protons, liberating pions. The decays yield the photon flux predicted
in the model by the channel rr° -* 2y.
This model predicts a very flat spectrum up to 1 TeV, spectral index of —0.3,
which is much different than the measured spectral index (-2.4) of Whipple.
The model includes a pion production mechanism which violates scaling at large
transverse momentum, at the higher energies. The sensitivity of the model
predictions to particle production models has to be investigated.

1.5

Observations of the Crab at VHE and UHE

A collection of some of the more sensitive measurements of pulsed and un-pulsed
radiation from the Crab as well as null results (upper limits on the flux) are
shown in Figure 1.5. The fitted spectral index from the Whipple measurement
is —2.4 ± 0.3. No more than 25 % of the observed signal by Whipple group can
be pulsed.
Pulsed emission has been claimed by the Ooty group from data of 1984
through 1987.[17] The pulsation occurs at the interpulse position. The CYGNUS
data set overlaps the Ooty observations for 1986-87.
Finally, simultaneous detection of the Crab on February 23 rd , 1989 has been
reported from Baksan, EAS-TOP, and KGF groups.[18,19,20] Comparison of
the detected fluxes (given in Figure 1.6) by the three groups shows the growth
and decay of the UHE burst, and an overlayed curve is an empirical estimation
of the variability. CYGNUS exposure to the Crab is on either side of the burst
in time.

1.6

Prospects for Detecting UHE 7-rays from the Crab

There are several models which predict radiation up to 100 TeV from the Crab.
Uncertainty in the predicted flux however, depends strongly on the injection
mechanism and the particular geometry near the star surface and the shock
front a few light cylinder radii away. Serious problems still exist in our basic
understanding of the magnetosphere, notably that positive charge must flow
out of the magnetosphere through negatively charge filled areas in order to
maintain the field configuration of the pulsar magnetosphere. [21] The search for
pulsed and un-pulsed UHE radiation from the Crab, either steady or episodic,
is important to test the UHE models of emission, and to search for a deeper
understanding of the magnetosphere model.
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Chapter 2
Detection of Ultra High Energy Radiation
(E> 1014 eV)
2.1

Introduction

The detection of the simultaneous arrival of particles separated over many 10's
of meters by P. Auger, and others in 1938(22], established the existence of air
showers. These events indicated the existence of cosmic ray primaries of enormous energy, in excess of 100 TeV. Shower detection techniques have improved
considerably since the late 1930's, covering a broad range of energies from 1012
eV to over 1020 eV.
Satellite instruments directly measure the properties of the lowest energy
cosmic rays, up to 100 GeV. Above 100 GeV the flux of cosmic rays is small,
and satellite experiments can at best only measure the all-primary flux over
a large solid angle. Increased detection area of ground based instruments is
powerful for detection at these very high energies and above. Techniques which
utilize the area of the shower are the the atmospheric Cherenkov technique and
extensive air shower (EAS) array technique.
The detection of secondary shower particles is conventionally made at ground
level. EAS arrays are more sensitive to larger sized showers, hence it is useful to
sample the shower closest to the place at which the air shower cascade reaches
its maximum size. For energy less than ~ 1017 eV the shower maximum is
at an altitude above most air shower arrays in the world. Many EAS arrays

12

13

are located at mountain altitudes for this reason. The technique used here is to
sample the arrival times and number of shower particles, which retain directional
information, to obtain the shower direction to better than 1°. Quantities of
importance in sampling the secondary particles are the shower size, relevant
to energy determination, and muon content, relevant to the identification of
primaries. These measurements are limited by the fluctuations of the shower
development in the atmosphere.
The latitude of the location of an experiment on the globe is important,
because it determines how sensitive one will be to a particular source. The
closer the source comes in its transit near the zenith, the more events will be
accepted from that region because of the trigger rate dependence on zenith
angle, a function of the overburden. The altitude from sea-level will determine
how much atmospheric overburden exits at the site, for a fixed zenith angle.
Interesting sources which transit closest to the zenith for the CYGNUS telescope
are, the Crab, Cygnus X-3, Hercules X-l, and 4U0115+63. The Crab transit is
within ~ 15° of the zenith.

2.2

Cosmic Ray Composition

The detection at ground level of UHE cosmic rays reveals little about the composition of cosmic rays, therefore, estimates of trigger rates must take into account
the uncertainties of the assumed spectra and the simulations of the air showers
produced from the spectra. The cosmic ray spectra measured by JACEE[23] is
shown in Figure 2.1.
The strong bending of charged particles in random interstellar magnetic
fields makes the charged component appear isotropic at the earth. The radius
of curvature for a 10" eV proton in a 3 pG (typical strength) magnetic field
is 0.04 parsec.[24] Therefore, we seek a way to reject the charged component,
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which is often attempted by exploiting the differences of hadron and photon
induced shower at ground level.

2.3
2.3.1

Cascade and Shower Development
Introduction

The pioneering days of air shower physics began in the 40's with Auger[22] and
others. In these early days the detection was made by counting coincidence
between particles arriving at ground level over several 10's of meters. Today
detection of showers is realized over many 100's of square kilometers in the
largest arrays in the world. A good review of the pioneering work in cosmic
rays is given by A. M. Hillas in "Cosmic Rays."[25]

2.3.2

Cascade

The electromagnetic cascade develops when a primary nucleon or 7-ray interacts
with a nucleus in the atmosphere. This typically occurs at very high altitude,
within 1 or 2 radiation or interaction lengths of air ( 37 gm cm' 2 for 7-rays
and 80 gm cm"2 for nucleons). Each interaction length yields a doubling in
the number of particles. The entire path length to ground level is nearly 22
radiation lengths for 800 gm cm"2 atmospheric overburden.

•

The nucleon cascade is nuclear-electromagnetic. The electromagnetic cascade comes from the 7-rays that are produced in the decay of T°, which are a
product of nuclear interactions. The 7-rays interact with atomic electromagnetic
fields producing electron pairs (e + /O> which undergo Bremstraulung liberating 7-rays. If the primary is a photon, the initial production of pions does not
occur and the electromagnetic cascade proceeds without the initial hadronic
component. The entire cascade develops more uniformly for 7-ray primaries
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because the interaction length for electromagnetic processes are shorter than
for hadronic processes. The primary particle direction is coincident with the
axis of the shower core.
Qualitatively, the number of particles in the electromagnetic cascade is a
function of depth, and is given by 2 N , where N is the number of radiation
lengths traversed by the air shower. The energy of the primary (Eo) will be
distributed amongst the particles with average energy Eo/2N. At a depth where
the ionization loss in shower particles is comparable to the energy loss from
radiative processes, ionization loss will begin to dominate and the shower diminishes. The average energy per particle at the cross over occurs at the critical
energy Ec (~ 80 MeV for air). The shower size at maximum is given by
iVmo,S(U-1.6)x£o(GeV)
After shower maximum ionization losses dominate leading to an exponential
decay of the showei size until the e* component is completely absorbed. For a
1014 eV primary the maximum corresponds to a little over 16 radiation lengths.
Many of the secondary electrons reach ground level, and other more penetrating
components (e.g. fi and v particles) survive through a much 'arger amount
overburden.
The secondary particles form a front that propagates with nearly the speed
of light. The cascade propagates in the direction of the primary radiation,
contained in a forward cone of small angle. The shower front has a disk shape
a few meters thick as shown in Figure 2.2. The width of the disk structure
increases with the lateral distance from the core of the shower.
The lateral distribution has been calculated by Monte Carlo simulations.[26]
The lateral distribution of Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen is shown here,
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Figure 2.2: Air Shower Detection with Array of Detectors
where p(r) is the particle density in units of m~2, normalized so that the integral
over the total area gives the shower size Ne. The function f(s, 77) is given by,

where s is called the age parameter, rx is an effective lateral scale, and C(s) is
a normalization constant such that

f° f(s,r)2nrdr = 1

Jo

The lateral distribution, longitudinal development, and shower size as a function
of energy are shown in accompanying Figures 2.3 and 2.4. [27] The diagonal lines
in Figure 2.3 labeled from .4 to 1.2 indicate positions of constant age. The
numbers from 6 to 24 attached to each curve are ln(Eo/Ee) where Eo is the
primary energy and Ec is the critical energy.
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Figure 2.3: Longitudinal development of a purely electromagnetic shower.
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2.4

Detection of Air Showers

If the primary particle had sufficient energy, the resulting air shower can trigger
an air shower array detector. A one dimensional air shower array is shown in
Figure 2.2. The trigger requirement is satisfied if more than a minimum number
of detectors are struck, within a time window given by the maximum time for a
shower to transit the array (~ 1/* s for a few 100 m diameter array). This can
be satisfied either by showers falling on the array, or by large showers which fall
outside the array but overlap the array. Air shower arrays use fast timing of the
shower front and a sample of ~ 1% of the total area. For arrays with individual
detector resolution of about 1 ns the air shower direction is determined to better
than 1°.

2.4.1

Angular Resolution

The simplest method for obtaining background rejection is to utilize the property that 7-rays from point sources arrive at earth without deflection. The observed events will be spread out in space angle because of the finite resolution
of the telescope, however, since charged cosmic rays are isotropic, background
rejection improves with increased directional certainty. Direction is determined
by,
• the ability to detect the front edge of the shower, and
• the ability to measure arrival of showers in widely separated detectors.
Sampling of the front is limited by the area and nature of shower detectors.
Scintillation counters are used to detect the air shower charged particles. These
have limited area which limits their sensitivity. Scintillation counters are less
sensitive to photons than to electrons, while photons are 5 times more abundant
at large distances from the core. CYGNUS scintillation counters are covered
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with one radiation length of lead to increase the sensitivity to the photons,
improving our ability to detect the shower front.

2.4.2

Muon Content

Protons and other nuclei, which form the bulk of primaries that enter the atmosphere, interact with air nuclei producing pions, strange particles, other nucleons, and nuclei. Muons are produced in the shower by the decay ir+ —> v^ + fi.
In contrast, photon initiated showers produce ns via photo-mescn production,
with a cross section estimated as a factor of 10 smaller than strong interaction cross sections. The photon initiated hower will have up to a factor of 20
less muons at detection level than proton initiated showers of similar primary
energy. [28] This is shown, as a function of energy in Figure 2.5. Therefore, a
commonly used technique at UHE energy to reduce background is to throw out
events that have muon content greater than that expected for 7-ray events.

2.5

Characteristics of Telescopes and their sensitivity
from MeV to EeV

CYGNUS is one of the premiere telescopes at UHE, with a sensitivity down to
10 TeV, and an angular resolution of 0.6°. Many reported signals are episodic in
nature, therefore, simultaneous observation of a burst by more than one experiment is needed for convincing detection. Variations in detector type can also
yield more information about the burst than a single experiment. The experimental location is related to observing time of a burst, hence it is important to
have different telescopes which can observe the same source concurrently. With
the operation of the Chicago-Michigan-Utah telescope, simultaneous observations are possible with overlapping exposure to the sources of interest to both
arrays.
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Figure 2.5: Muon Content as a Function of Energy. Protons and 7-rays
The air-Cherenkov technique detects shower primaries of energy between 200
GeV and 10 TeV. The air-fluorescence technique, used by the Fly's Eye experiment, is sensitive to energy between 10I7eV and 1021eV. The region between
the two extremes is the range for most air shower arrays (50 TeV to several
10,000 TeV), though some are using giant air shower arrays for higher energy
detection. Recently, two techniques are combined with the air shower array,
to fill in a gap in sensitivity to showers of energy 1 TeV to 50 TeV; in a proposed experiment, water Cherenkov detectors are combined with the array at
CYGNUS (called MILAGRO) and air Cherenkov detectors are combined with
the Hegra air shower array in the Canary Islands.

Chapter 3
The CYGNUS Experiment
3.1

Introduction

The CYGNUS experiment is located at the end of the beam stop at the LAMPF
facility of Los Alamos National Laboratory, at a longitude of 106.3° W, and a
latitude of 35.9° N. The altitude of Los Alamos ( 2310 m ) corresponds to an
atmospheric overburden of 800 gm cm"2, which gives the CYGNUS telescope
sensitivity to low energy primaries ( down to ~ 10 TeV. ) The end of the
LAMPF beam line is also an ideal location because of the existence of beam
line v experiments E-225 and E-645, which have cavities that are shielded from
the electromagnetic (EM) component of extensive air showers (EAS.) Muons of
energies > 2 GeV, accompanying the electromagnetic showers, penetrate into
the cavities, where they are detected in coincidence with the air shower. The
CYGNUS telescope is located at a latitude ideal for observations of Cygnus X-3,
the Crab, and other potentially interesting sources. The building of CYGNUS
was motivated by the interesting claims by some of muon rich air showers, and
underground muons from the direction of CYGNUS X-3.[29,30,31]
Construction of CYGNUS began in 1984, with 64 counters operational in the
early part of 1986. The first official data was obtained 1-April-1986. The detector has been continually expanded since 1986. In 1987 32 counters were added
to the array and included into the trigger. A second independently triggered
array (CYGNUS-II) was built and became operational in the summer of 1990,
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Date
Number of Counters Area (m2) Event Rate (Hz)
April 1986
50
7,000
0.25
December 1986
59
9,000
0.3
October 1987
16,000
96
0.7
November 1988
108
22,000
0.8
204
January 1990
86,000
3.0
Note: The event rates reflect the effect:s of the addition of counters,
the effects of software cuts, and the installation of lead.
Table 3.1: History of the Expansion of the CYGNUS array.
bringing the total number of counters to 204. Showers that overlap CYGNUS
I and II arrays are reconstructed using the combined data. The history of the
array expansion is given in Table 3.1. The CYGNUS-I array covers an area of
22,000 m 2 , while the CYGNUS-II array covers 62,000 m2 area. The total area,
adjusted for the boundary of CYGNUS-I/II, is 86,000 m 2 . The counter separation varies from 7 m to 30 m for obtaining sensitivity over a broad energy range.
In addition to the 204 scintillation counters, which detect the EM component
of air showers, the telescope has 3 muon detectors for sensitivity to muons with
E > 2 GeV.

3.2

CYGNUS Detector Configuration

The configuration of the array of scintillators and muon detectors is shown in
Figure 3.1. CYGNUS-I counters are distributed in a graded fashion, which
gives the array a broader energy sensitivity than a uniform array spacing. The
spacing of counters in the center is 7 m, while the edge counters have a spacing
of 20 m. CYGNUS II counters begin at the east edge of the original 108 counter
CYGNUS-I array, and form the elongated shape of the total array parallel to
the mesa. CYGNUS-II counters are graded from 20 m spacing close to the
CYGNUS-I array, to 30 m spacing farthest from CYGNUS-I. This increased
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Figure 3.1: Counter and Muon Detector Locations
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grading of CYGNUS-II gives us sensitivity to showers above 100 TeV with
increased angular resolution. The most probable energy for CYGNUS showers
is 40 TeV; the array energy threshold is ~10 TeV.
CYGNUS-I electronics reside inside a trailer close to the center of the CYGNUSI array. Electronics for CYGNUS-II reside in a trailer just beyond the CYGNUSI array in the center of the CYGNUS-II array. This greatly reduces the delay
time needed to form a coincidence trigger since each array triggers independently. Showers that trigger both arrays axe reconstructed using the measured
time between the independent triggers.
The CYGNUS array is instrumented with three muon counters, labeled in
Figure 3.1. The total muon coverage is 174 m2 in area. This is a factor of 4
increase over the original 44 m2 area of E-225.

3.3

Scintillation Detectors

The CYGNUS-I detectors contain fast scintillator for timing of order 1 ns, The
angular resolution is ultimately limited by the intrinsic spread of times in the
arrival of shower particles ( 3-5 ns ), and the density of particles across the
shower front. Detector locations are surveyed to better than 15 cm for 0.5 ns
light travel time uncertainty in the fit of the shower data to a plane.
Each detector housing is a fiberglass enclosure, doped with black paint during the resin drying stage, and painted with an under-coat of black, and an
over-coat of white paint. This helps prevent light leaks, increases thermal insulation, and increases reflectivity for larger light collection. Detectors are shown
in Figure 3.2; the scintillator geometry and fiberglass enclosures are of two
types, square and round, to accommodate the geometry of available scintillator.
Each enclosure is two pieces which join ~ 20 cm from the bottom surface. After
installation of the scintillator slabs, the two pieces are bolted together. A black
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Figure 3.2: CYGNUS Charged Particle Detector
RTV sealant is applied to the seam to block out all light. The top is fitted with
a donut shaped flange and light sealed with a rubber o-ring. The phototube
and phototube base circuit are fitted through a hole in the top of the flange,
and tightened with a similar o-ring fixture.
A charged particle traversing the counter produces scintillation light, some
of which directly hits the phototube face 3 ns later. CYGNUS-I scintillator was
obtained from the Volcano-Ranch air shower array. A minimum ionizing particle creates approximately 20 detected photo-electrons in CYGNUS-I detectors.
A typical detector is 0.825 m2 in area, and 0.1 m thick. Each CYGNUS-I phototube is an Amperex 2262. These phototubes are 12 stage, high gain, and fast
(risetime ~ 2 ns).
All but 16 counters in CYGNUS-II are equipped with scintillator obtained
from the disassembly of the E-225 inner detector. Sub-arrays are formed in
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groups of 16 to accomadate the long gates on counter time and charge information, required for an air shower in CYGNUSII to traverse the region. Sub-arrays
1,4,5, and 6 are equipped with 2 inch thick scintillator. Sub-array 3 is equipped
with 4 inch thick scintillator, and sub-array 2 with 10 cm thick CYGNUS-I
scintillator. This arrangement provides sensitivity to low particle number in
the sub-arrays closest CYGNUS-I, since showers overlapping the array boundaries are on the average smaller than showers that produce a trigger on the
outer edges of CYGNUS-II. CYGNUS-II scintillator gives more light yield, but
longer response time than CYGNUS-I scintillator, but is compensated for by
the larger particle number in CYGNUS-II showers;. CYGNUS-II scintillation
detector phototubes have 3" photocathode area, and similar response time as
CYGNUS-I phototubes. Sub-array 2, which employs CYGNUS-I scintillator, is
also equipped with 2" phototubes making counters from this sub-array resemble
CYGNUS-I counters.
Each detector is deployed in the field atop two wood beams, each measuring
(0.5 ft. x 0.5 ft. x 3.0 ft.) These beams support the detector ~ 0.5 ft. above
the ground and provide sufficient spaee to insert calibration paddles underneath
them.
Two signal cables and one high voltage cable are instrumented to each detector. The signal cables are RG-58 with an impedance of 50 fl. The high voltage
cable is RG-59 with impedance of 75 ft. Only one signal cable is used, with an
extra cable serving as a spare for future addition of light emitting diodes (for
calibration purposes.) The cables are sealed in conduit to prevent wear from the
sun. CYGNUS-I cables are between 70-150 m long,, while CYGNUS-II counters
are 100-200 m in length.
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3.4

Muon Coverage

The E-225 44 m2 detector, employed since CYGNUS was commissioned in 1986,
detects muons of energy greater than 2 GeV ( corresponding to 1.5 m of steel
equivalent overburden ). Two other detectors have been added to the array,
E-645 in the center of the CYGNUS-I array, and Anasazi in the center of the
CYGNUS-II array. Only the E-225 detector is used here because of the relatively
short exposure time of the additional counters, and the need for detailed studies
of the response of the additional detectors to muon rich and poor showers. The
E-225 detector has been described elsewhere. [32]
The E-225 detector is a 44 m3 muon detector for CYGNUS consisting of a
set of MWPCs forming a box of size 6 m x 6 m x 6 m .

The muon detector

consist of 4 layers of multi-wire-proportional chambers (MWPCs) lining the top,
sides. The bottom of the E-225 detector is covered with 1 layer of MWPCs.
Each MWPC has dimensions of 5.4 m x 0.2 m x 0.02 m. Individual muons can
be identified up to 7 muons; saturation occurs above ~ 10 detected muons. The
average number of detected muons, in the present CYGNUS-I configuration is
~ 0.9 muons, well below the number for saturation.
The inner chamber of E-225 was used in coincidence with CYGNUS for
the first year of operation. Showers were compared to estimate the systematic
pointing errors in the shower reconstruction. Systematic pointing error was
found to be less than 0.2* in this data set. The inner chamber was disassembled
in 1988.
The shielding of concrete and steel on the top and sides of E-225 is sufficient
to absorb all EM showers with a threshold of 2 GeV to muons traversing the
chamber. Particles from air showers penetrating the shielding are unambiguously discriminated as muons. Air shower EM cores penetrating the shielding
(also called "punch-through") are ruled out as a contamination to the detected

muon component.

3.5

Electronics

In order to minimize the amount of delay cable required to bring all the detector signals into one common trigger, two triggers were constructed at separate
locations centered inside the CYGNUS-I and CYGNUS-II arrays. For events
which trigger both arrays, a high /? Heliax cable transmits the trigger from
CYGNUS-II to CYGNUS-I.
Each counter signal is converted to a NIM level and added into a common
trigger which detects 20 or more counters in coincidence in a short time window.
The discrimination for an individual counter is formed from 7/8'* of the signal,
amplified x 10, and discriminated at 50 mV (corresponding to single photoelectrons). The discriminated pulses for the trigger are also delayed for each
counter and input to time-to-digital converters (TDC) for timing information.
The delay time required for forming a trigger is made with 350' of RG-58 cable.
The last 1/8'* of the signal is delayed and fed into the analog to digital converters
(ADC). The split is made requiring the impedance to be 50 Q in two directions.
CAMAC 11-bit TDCs and 10-bit ADCs are employed for time and charge
digitization. The full range of the ADCs corresponds to ~ 200 particles. The
full TDC range is ~ 500 ns. Two TDCs are used for each CYGNUS-II counter
to obtain time information because the CYGNUS-II array covers a large area;
large angle showers can take up to 700 ns to cover CYGNUS-II.
The 96 counter CYGNUS-II array is divided into 6 sub-arrays, each set of
16 detectors forming a 3-fold coincidence for gates and starts. The coincidence
of any 16 detectors in CYGNUS-II constitutes a trigger.
Since CYGNUS-I and II are independently triggered, we can ask how one
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might extract events from the data that would have met a single trigger requirement for all the counters. A 20 counter coincidence is required to trigger CYGNUS-I at the present. If this were lowered^ requiring new electronics to minimize dead time, one could achieve a joint trigger requirement from
CYGNUS I/II data that would reproduce the single "hardware" 20 counter
trigger requirement. In general, suppose the trigger requirement is fixed as

The software trigger requirement that simulates the one hardware trigger is
Ntrig = Nlow + Nw,fc At the moment we require no software trigger requirement,
and the event trigger is given by 20 hit counters in CYGNUS-I, or 16 hit counters
in CYGNUS-II.
CAMAC crates in CYGNUS-I are interfaced to the CYGNUS-II crates via
a serial link. The serial driver is controlled by a hand-shaking communication
routine via CAMAC in the CYGNUS-I trailer. The hand-shaking program
takes into account the synchronous communication in each of CYGNUS-I/II
CAMAC crates (the time of each CAMAC instruction is fixed at I/is), and
the asynchronous communication of the serial link of CYGNUS-I/II (variable
length allowable between the two ends of the link.) Optic fiber link drivers (1 at
each end) convert the electronic signals into optical signals and back again into
electronic signals. They act as a transparent element in the link of the serial
driver at CYGNUS-I, and serial crate controllers in CYGNUS-II.

3.6

Lead

Linsley[33] first pointed out that lead covered counters can detect up to five
times more shower particles than un-covered counters, because lead is a good
converter of photons, and there are many more photons in the air shower than
charged electrons and positrons. The increased detection of particles at a fixed
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energy also helps us to reconstruct the shower direction. The technique was
tested to optimize the total number of detected particles, which lowers the
energy threshold of the array and increases angular resolution for a fixed shower
size. A radiation length however was indicated by the increased trigger rate,
and improved angular resolution when studies were made of 20 lead covered
counters interspersed with un-covered counters.

3.7

Clocks

Two different clock systems are used for recording CYGNUS event times. The
use of two clock systems gives us a way to check for clock errors and to reject
bad event times.
The WWV radio band signal is transmitted from the National Bureau of
Standards in Boulder, Co, USA. The time in UTC is given by a 1 kHz digital
signal from a Kinetic Systems receiving unit. The digital output signal is accurate to 0.5 ms. The signal is latched within a few hundred nanoseconds of an
event. Times must be adjusted by 3 ms to account for the propagation time
from Boulder to Los Alamos.
The Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) system relies on satellite signals to
lock onto the UTC time. GPS signals are transmitted from several satellites
around the globe. An adjustment is made for the travel time of the transmitted
signals and the positions of the satellites. The number of satellites determines
the accuracy of the time kept at the CYGNUS experimental site by the GPS
receiver. The clock can be as accurate as 500 ns.
Shown in Table 3.2 are the clock corrections and the accuracy of the clock
times as a function of run number. Except for a small portion of the data in
which the clock times were not properly latched into memory, the accuracy is
at least 0.5 ms. Corrections to the clock times are made for times that were
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Ftuns Used
Total
Start
Stop

62
366
374
396
450
494
551
850
1130
1413
1700

365
373
395
449
493
550
849
1129
1412
1699
present

304
8
22
54
44
57
298
280
283
286

Correction
+6ms
+6ms
+6ms

Accuracy
0.5ms
0.5ms
0.5ms

+6ms - 11.6ms
-11.6ms

-11.6ms
—3ms
0.0ms

0.5ms
0.5ms
0.5ms
0.5ms
500ns
500ns

Comments
Prompt Veto

Bad Clock
Gate Problems

Unprocessed

GPS clock

Table 3.2: Clock corrections as a function of run number.
given a 3 ms time addition for propogation from Denver, Co., the broadcasting
location, with the incorrect sign. Corrections of 11.6 ms are needed for data
during a period when the latch was not initiated by the CYGNUS trigger. The
time of 11.6 ms was obtained by comparing times from the WWV clock to the
GPS clock after the GPS clock was installed. The majority of the data set is
accurate to 0.5/is (GPS clock times)-and no correction is applied to the event
times.

3.8

Calibrations

Calibrations give us necessary information on the response of the detector to
a- fixed signal that does not change with time. Muons produced in the upper
atmosphere provide one way to simulate a detector hit. We calibrate CYGNUS
for time and charge information used in reconstructing the air shower directions
and shower sizes. Timing calibrations allow us to find the time response of the
counter to a charged particle. This varies from counter to counter because of
the non-uniformity of the counters, cable lengths, and signal processing time
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for each channel of electronics. Drifts in the ADC calibration constants can be
attributed to phototube gain changes, while TDC drifts are attributed to the
dependence of the dielectric constant of the cables on temperature.
Done less frequently are calibrations to find the conversion factors used to
convert raw CAMAC digital data to charge and time data. ADC and TDC
conversion constants are very stable, requiring infrequent calibrations, shown
by repeated calibrations of these quantities.
A calibration contains the time and charge information from when the light
is produced to when the actual information is stored as digital data. Pedestals
are obtained for the TDCs, and pedestals and conversion constants are obtained
for ADCs. On a daily basis, individual counter timing variation can be as large
as several ns, attributed mostly to the change in the dielectric constant of the
polyethylene insulation in the cable. We measured the dependence on temperature and find agreement with previous measurements of Kishida et a/. [34] of
-1.5 x 10~4 ns/°F/m.

3.8.1

Paddle Method

One method of doing calibrations employs two coincidence scintillation slabs
placed under the counter. Through going muons yield close to minimum ionizing
radiation, and penetrate the paddles (coincidence scintillation slabs.) Up to 300
events/min are obtained in this method, and 3 minutes of calibration per counter
yields timing and charge calibration data sufficient to determine the calibration
constants.
The paddles consist of 2 overlapping scintillator slabs, each 20 x 20cm3. Each
slab is optically connected to a light pipe/phototube assembly. The slabs are
taped to be light tight and individually sealed. The paddle coincidence circuit
is made by using a fixed length set of cables for the paddle, and measuring
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Figure 3.3: TDC raw calibration data.
the time of detector response with respect to a trigger formed from the paddle
coincidence. The paddle coincidence circuit replaces the trigger of the array of
counters during the calibration. The detector data is collected in the air shower
array mode. Data for the counter forming the trigger is then histogrammed online until nearly 1000 counts are obtained. Sample ADC and TDC histograms
are shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. The ADC spectrum consists of a
pedestal and one particle peak that is approximately 4 to 6 channels from the
pedestal. The ADC pedestal is also extracted from a mock calibration before the
beginning of every CYGNUS run (runs occur several times a day) by producing
fake triggers that gate the ADCs.
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3.8.2

Light Emitting Diode Method

The light emitting diode (LED) method of calibration was introduced recently
as an alternative to other types of calibration. The major advantage of this
method over others is that the LEDs require little maintenance once installed,
and provide calibration data more often. This enables one to monitor drifts
over the day, and track potential problems quickly.
The LEDs are driven by pulsers that simulate scintillation light. The pulser
was designed by Xing-Qi Lu at UC Irvine[35] to provide a pulse of peak voltage
= —50 V, with a shar •> rise time (<€ 1 ns), and an LED light pulse shape
resembling the scintillator response to charged particles. The turn on voltage
of the LED is

5 V.

Tests were performed in the summer of 1990 to determine the accuracy with
which the timing and charge constants could be tracked throughout a day. The
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Figure 3.5: Time Calibration, Before Correction for Temperature
raw TDC data is shown in Figure 3.5. After corrections are made for temperature and slew, the results show a stable behavior of the counter/cable/electronics
assembly, of ~ 0.2 ns, seen in Figure 3.6. ADC calibrations might also yield
results that will allow us to track the charge response of the phototube and electronics, but the LEDs have a strong light output dependence on temperature
that must be accounted for first.
Since the largest effect in the TDC drift over a day is caused by the dependence of the dielectric constant of the cables on temperature, an alternative to
LEDs is made by measuring the time for a pulse to travel down the length of the
cable and back. The reflection is produced by adjusting the output impedance
of the phototube bases.
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3.9
3.9.1

Monitoring CYGNUS
Temperature and Pressure Probes

Temperature and pressure probes serve as sensitive indicators of atmospheric
weather conditions that affect the atmospheric overburden. Temperature and
pressure probes can help us to monitor problems that arise because of weather
conditions. These measurements can be used in evaluating exposure bias. The
effect of pressure on atmospheric overburden can be seen in Figure 3.7. Pressure
information is used in determining an upper bound on exposure bias for an
interesting day in 1989.
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Figure 3.7: Dependence of trigger rate on pressure.

3.9.2

Remote Calling System for Run Crashes

Early in the running of CYGNUS we* found it useful to automate the monitoring of CYGNUS data acquisition, because of occasional computer and other
hardware malfunctions. Burst activity from sources such as Cygnus X-3 and
Hercules X-l[36] warrant as much time of uninterrupted data taking as possible.
A CAMAC module monitors the experiment. Upon each event the module is
updated, clearing a timer that is set to initiate a calling unit that is attached
to the local phone. The calling unit has a battery backup which can supply the
calling unit with power during a power outage.

3.9.3

Lightning Protection

The CYGNUS experiment is susceptible to failures during lightning strikes.
A lightning strike that makes a direct hit to the array induces large voltage
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spikes into the cables over the mesa. Surge protectors were installed between
connections of CYGNUS-I/II. Recently though, we have considered installation
of fiber-optical links for electronics isolation.

3.10

Data Acquisition, and Online Monitoring

Data is acquired with a the MBD model computer from Bi-Ra Systems. This
computer is similar to an early version of the PDP11 computer from DIGITAL.
Data is collected directly from CAM AC by the MBD, and events are buffered
for transfer to a DIGITAL /i-Vax computer for further processing and storing
of data. An automated system, developed by Mike Potter of LAMPF,[37] fills
histograms and controls the start and stop of runs that occur periodically when
important sources are close to or below the horizon. Data is stored at the end
of a run to 8 mm tape cassettes that can hold up to 2.4 GBytes of data, or
approximately 5 days of CYGNUS raw data. The monitoring system allows us
to be very sensitive to problems that would otherwise go undetected. Histograms
are checked daily for problems.
A version of the analysis program, which does the reconstruction of all the
air shower data used in other analysis programs, is constantly picking events off
the /i-Vax, processing them, and displaying the events to a TEKTRONIX color
monitor. The program runs at a low priority and is able to reconstruct ~ 5%
of the events.

3.10.1

Processing and Storing Data

The processing of data yields files for other analysis, which include Sun/Moon
files, for analyzing the deficit of events near the Sun and Moon positions, compacted files (CMPs), which have event fitted information but no raw counter
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data, and data files (DAT), which are CMPs with counter information also included. Individual DAT files are also created for Cygnus X-3, Hercules X-l, and
the Crab. DST output files contain all the reconstructed events with individual
counter information as well as reconstructed shower information. DST files are
used when it is necessary to do individual event by event re-reconstruction from
shower information.

3.10.2

Shower Fitting

In shower fitting we find several quantities useful to extract information about
the sources and the air showers themselves. We reconstruct the shower core,
shower direction, shower size, and muon content. Air shower directions are of
primary importance to determining excess/deficit from the sources. The background level decreases as the square of the angular resolution. Flux is extracted
from the excess/deficit by computing the relative efficiency of triggering on primary protons and primary 7-rays on a spectrum.
Air shower direction is determined in a way that is designed to save computer
time without significantly affecting the overall quality of the fits. Core location
is fixed by fitting a two dimensional Gaussian function to the pulse heights of the
individual counters. The starting width of the Gaussian is 30 m and is allowed to
vary. From the core position a non-analytic fit of the shower plane is made that
treats the detector altitudes as a perturbation. [36] This fit uses considerably less
computer time, and the resulting \2

iS

comparable to x 2 obtained by a more

general minimization of \2- The general fit is made by minimizing,
X2 = £tun(c[tn -1 0 ] + txn + jyn + kznf,
where c is the speed of light, tn is the relative time from the trigger, x n , y n , zn
give the counter locations, wn is a weight that is larger for counters with more
particles to reflect the uncertainty in the time of arrival, and i,j,k are direction
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vectors in the three space directions. The direction vectors are allowed to vary
to minimize x2A correction for curvature is made for each counter. The correction is affective in removing time slewing, and the two effects are treated as additive.
The curvature correction from the shower front itself can be understood as the
consequence of multiple scattering of particles that reach the edge of the shower
disk giving rise to a delay that is proportional to the distance from the shower
core. The measured delay was 0.2 ns/m before the lead was added. Since the
lead was added the measured delay has shifted to 0.16 ns/m. The curvature
correction is given by
Atc = Cxrx

N~l/a

where C is the curvature correction, r is the radius from the shower core, and
N is the number of detected particles.
The shower size and energy are extracted by a four parameter fit to the NKG
function, described in Chapter 3. The NKG function is a phenomenological
parametrization to estimate shower size.

3.11

Obtaining Timing Pedestals from the Data

Pre-play and Re-play programs process the raw data producing new data files
which contain shower information useful for source analysis programs. The
first stage of the reduction of the raw data is done by Pre-play. This program
makes a pass through a fraction of the events, reconstructing the events using
the calibration counter constants obtained every 6 months. For each counter, a
distribution is made of the values of \2, and the median of the distributions are
used to calculate new pedestals and conversion constants for each counter. We
have found that this iterative process of obtaining new pedestal and conversion
constants is applicable from run to run if no boundary of a major detector
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configuration change is crossed. Whenever the CYGNUS array is changed or
upgraded, we recalibrate the detector.
One task of Pre-play is to produce histograms similar to ones that are produced on-line for monitoring of problems and changes in counter and array
performance. These histograms are then stored in separate files which can be
processed and used later.

3.11.1

Angular Resolution

By dividing the array into separate sub-arrays we can calculate independently
the angle of a shower and find the space angle difference M& from the two.
The array is divided into two sub-arrays for this calculation in two different
ways. The corresponding angular spread for each method of division is slightly
different. DELEO is the acronym used for "A odd and even," and refers to a
division of odd and even numbered counters. This scheme gives us essentially
two overlapping arrays to compute the angle. The other method of division
is DELCA which is the acronym for "A clockwise and anti-clockwise." This
second method relies on obtaining the air shower direction from two halves of
the array. The separations of DELEO and DELCA are shown in Figures 3.8
and 3.9.
The angular resolution is related to DELEO/DELCA by,
° ~ (1.177 x 2)
where M& is the width of the distirbutions. The factor of 2 in the above formula
is actually the product of two separate factors of y/2. One factor of y/2 comes
from the fact that the full array has twice as many counters struck than each
halve. The other factor of y/2 comes from the independence of the two estimations of angle using different counters. The difference of DELEO/DELCA
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Figure 3.8: Division of counters using DELEO.

Figure 3.9: Division of counters using DELCA.
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Data Cuts

No. Showers
(deg)

No cuts
Core inside ArrayCore outside Array
Zenith < 30 deg

Core i/o; Nptot>200
Core i/o;0<Nptot<60
Core i/o;61<Nptot<150
Core i/o;Nptot>100

145,435
100,018
45,500
98,958
23,197
70,325
52,031
51,995

+uncert
(deg)

-uncert
(deg)

(deg)

.07

.66
.62
.69
.69

<7 x 2 r

uncert
(deg)
.064

.67
.64
.73
.69

.17
.09

.07
.07
.16
.08

.37
.84
.62

.08
.91
.10

.05
.12
.08

.36
.81
.60

.15
.08

.45

.07

.05

.43

.05

.08

.07
.12

.078

Table 3.3: Angular resolution as a function of particle number and other quantities.
widths is some reflection of the error in estimating angular resolution in this
way.
A second method used for estimating angular resolution is by looking for
the shadows of the sun and the moon. [38] The radius of the occultation of
the sun and moon is ~ 0.25° for each. This is sufficiently smaller than the
estimated angular resolution of the array that the disk's occultations appear
as point sinks of cosmic rays, spread by the angular resolution of CYGNUS.
With a large data set we should see a deficit in the directions of the sun and
moon positions, and the deficit is fixed by the CYGNUS trigger rate. Analysis
of the deficits using the Maximum Likelihood technique is shown in Table 3.3.
Resolution is also determined as a function of particle sum, and other quantities.
The Maximum Likelihood method for the entire data set yields an angular
resolution of the array of 0.66° ± 0.07°. The absolute pointing error is less than
0.5° determined from this method. [38] The angular resolution improves with the
number of detected particles (Nptot) also shown in Figure 3.3. Also shown are
the results of a \2 fit to the data given in terms of ax»r. The data was also fitted
with a constant background minus a Gaussian deficit of fixed size and variable
width.

.05
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The third method used to determine angular resolution is by comparing air
shower data with tracking chamber data using the E-225 inner tracking chamber
that existed in the early days of the CYGNUS experiment. A comparison was
made of directions from E-225 muon data with air shower data. From this we
were able to determine that the maximum systematic shift in direction was no
larger than 0.2°.

3.11.2

Energy Determination

The energy distribution is estimated from the shower size, which is related to
particle number, core location and the zenith angle of the event. These parameters are related to energy and extracted from Monte Carlo data. Atmosheric
cascades are simulated with the SHOWERSIM program by Wrotniak.[39] This
is used in conjunction with a CYGNUS detector response simulation program
called CYGSIM. A triggered event is simulated and then processed through
the same fitting routine to find the core location and space angle as used for
actual data. Once core location and space angle is found, the events are processed through a shower fitting routine, called NKGFIT, to find shower age and
shower size. The primary energy can then be inferred from the shower size Ne.
The energy spectrum has been calculated for showers after the lead was added
(shown in Figure 3.10). The peak energy is at ~ 40 TeV.
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Figure 3.10: Primary energy distribution of cosmic-ray events from the
CYGNUS detector.

Chapter 4
Analysis Techniques
4.1

Searching for Directional Excess

Air showers produced by cosmic rays constitute the background for detection
of the source signal. Determining the existence of a signal attributable to the
source depends on,
• angular resolution o of the telescope,
• collecting power of the telescope (area and sensitivity,)
• and determination of the number of background cosmic rays coming from
the source direction.
The number of source 7-ray events detected is proportional to the product of the
collecting area and total exposure time. The number of background (BG) events
is estimated using events from regions off-source, that have the same exposure
as the source region and is proportional to the collecting area, exposure time
and solid angle.
The length time of collection of UHE data and systematic exposure biases
are the major limitations to flux sensitivity for point sources such as the Crab.
Doubling the data set improves the flux sensitivity by *- y/2. Systematic exposure biases limit flux sensitivity in a way that is more difficult to quantify.
An exposure bias can be detected as the data set increases, and be removed
from the data to make the experiment that much more sensitive. The level of
47
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sensitivity of an experiment is sometimes only understood after several methods
are used to derive the desired result each with different systematic bias.
With our present angular resolution, rate of data taking, and length of running (~ 5 years) we have obtained ~ 35,000 events of background from the
Crab region in an angular bin size of 6.85 square degrees. Therefore, we are
sensitive to exposure problems at the 1/2 % level, which can either create a fake
signal or shadow a real one. As time continues we will become more sensitive
to effects that can create or destroy a signal. We desire methods that naturally
remove exposure biases. Several methods were devised and compared to test
their relative sensitivity. Agreement of results from different methods gives us
more confidence in the results.
This section describes methods for searching for steady emission of UHE
gamma rays from the Crab with the CYGNUS telescope. The methods described here allow a comparison of the source region with other regions, or with
other background estimates using the exposure characteristics intrinsic to the
data set. From this we can estimate the significance of an excess, obtain fluxes
and flux limits, and compare the results from different methods. Chapters 6 and
7 describe results, and Chapter 8 describes the comparison of different methods.

4.2

Source Transit

At the earth's poles, stars appear to rotate in circles about the zenith star
(Polaris, which is almost directly overhead). At our latitude, Polaris is fixed as
a function of time, ignoring small corrections for precession and nutation and a
small difference in true north and Polaris position. Polaris is located at an angle
of 54° from the zenith. The transit of an arbitrary source is shown in Figure
4.1 The arc of constant 6 — 35.9° intersects the zenith directly overhead. The
Crab source is located at a = 82.83°, and 6 = 21.98°, in 1950 B coordinates,
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Figure 4.1: Source Transit for CYGNUS Longitude of 35.8°
therefore, the Crab comes to within ~ 14° of the zenith, and dips 32° below the
horizon.
The rotation around the north star is given by the coordinate right ascension
(a), which has a range from 0 to 2jr. Stars have a fixed position in this coordinate
system, in as much as the star positions are approximately fixed with respect
to distant objects in the universe. Since the Earth rotates with respect to the
fixed stars, a is a function of 6 and time t, for a particular a, there is one to one
mapping of 6 and t over a day. The source traces out 2T radians in one sidereal
day.

4.3

Source Exposure

The distribution of events is affected by the atmospheric overburden. More
events per unit solid angle come from the zenith than from the horizon, since
there is more atmosphere to penetrate at the horizon than at the zenith. Showers
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Figure 4.2: The zenith angle event distribution for CYGNUS
must traverse ~ 800/ cos 8 gm cm"2 of air before reaching CYGNUS. The event
rate as a function of cos 8 is shown in Figure 4.2. A good empirical fit to the data
is made with the functional form dN/dft = Ke~c^ctm$, where 8 is the angle of
inclination from the zenith, and K and C are normalization constants. This can
be compared to fits that are made with a functional form of dN/dfi ~ K cosN 9,
where N is ~ 6 to 7. The latter functional form gives a much poorer x2 than the
former functional form. The result of the fit using the former functional form is
C = 6.7, x2 — 68 for 50 DOF. Even though the atmospheric overburden varies as
slowly as 1/ cos 9, a small change in overburden corresponds to a large change in
the number of secondary particles surviving, and consequently a larger number
of showers detected above threshold. Sources at different 6 have different paths
in 9 as a function of time, consequently sources which come closer to the zenith
will have more events per day on average. The rate of events as a function of
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Figure 4.3: Relative rate for various 6 (10°, 22°, 35°, 50°, and 65°,) as a function
of hour angle.
time is shown in Figure 4.3 for several 6. For a fixed S, hour angle is the measure
of time (in hours) it will take for a fixed a to reach its closest approach to the
zenith. Hour-Angle and a, have a one to one correspondence at any time over
a day. The hour angle of the center of a bin will vary from -12 hours to +12
hours over the day (0 hours being the time of closest approach), and the time
of maximum event rate occurs at 0 hours.

4.4

Maximizing the Significance of an Excess in a Region
about the Source

Considering the source region to have some signal events in addition to BG
events, there is an optimal radial space angle from the source to compare the
total number of events in the region to the number expected from estimates of
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BG. The significance of an excess/deficit is given, in the limit of large numbers,
by Na = Ns/y/jRj), where Ns is the number of source events, NB is the number
of background events, and Na is a measure of significance. Na is distributed
according to a Gaussian distribution of width = 1, in the case when the source
region contains no signal events. The dependence of Na on the space angle from
the source position is given by,

y/ffa

A Jo

where C is a normalization constant given by the density of events near the
source position. The relative sensitivity of detection (Na) as a function of space
angle (A), see Figure 4.4, shows that the sensitivity has a broad maximum at
~ 1.6<7. This can be derived analytically by setting the derivative of iV«r(A)
equal to 0, given by,
d
where s — A/a. The maximum of 1.6a occurs at A = 1.0°, given by our angular
resolution of a = 0.66°. To simplify- the method of estimating background, a
square bin is used instead in the methods described below. This does not
reduce the sensitivity by a large fraction (< 5%). The square bin size around
the source is chosen by equating the area of the square bin to the <_rea of the
optimal circular bin. The correct box about the source then, has dimensions
2 x A a = 1.8°, where AQ = 0.9° is reduced by J* from A = 1.0° obtained for
a disc about the source.
The bin which maximizes the sensitivity to detection contains 72% of the
signal. The square bin in a region of sky about the source is mapped to a
rectangular bin in celestial coordinates. The correct celestial coordinates bin
is given by AS = AQ , Aa = AS/cos 6. A slightly larger bin of dimensions
AS = 2.4° and Aa = 2.6° was used because the increased bin size does not
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Figure 4.4: Significance in Gaussian a as a Function of Bin Size
reduce N, much (see Figure 4.4), and the larger bin size helps us to guard
against systematic pointing errors of magnitude 9.5°.

4.5

Methods of Search for Directional Excess

In this section I will describe three different methods of searching for an excess
in the data. The weaknesses and attributes are discussed. The Scrambled
Times method is chosen for the directional search because it can be superior to
the others in the estimate of the number of BG events. A comparison of the
methods will be made in Chapter 8.
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4.5.1

Right Ascension Scan Method

The canonical method used to estimate excess/deficit from the source region is
the a-Scan method (aS). In this method one estimates the number of events in
the source region that are expected to be BG, by finding the number of events
in a region close to the source position.
A band in a, centered at the source declination (6 — 21.98), and having the
source at the center of the a-strip, has an almost linear variation in event rate
across the region. Therefore, the summed average of the regions on either side
of the source position should cancel out any linear variation of exposure.
In the aS method, the region for estimating background is one that spans
an equal number of bins on either side of the source (5 on each side.) Each
bin has the same dimensions as the source bin to insure an equal exposure to
the sky. The BG bin traverses a given point in a in ~10 minutes of time. The
entire strip in a passes through a a point in the sky in about 1.5 hours.
For days when the exposure is not full, as is the case of a break in data
taking for calibration or maintenance of the detector, the data must be cut in
a way that preserves full exposure for the source and BG regions. This can be
done with an hour angle cut. An hour angle cut requires the source and BG
regions to have equal hour jingle exposure. Since the bins are all displaced in
hour angle at any time, the cut on hour angle requires a region of the source
hour angle to be cut out such that all the BG bins have exposure during the
source exposure. Since the bins move at a rate of about 1 bin length per 10
minutes, an hour angle cut may cut as much as an 50 minutes from the source
exposure time.
The reduction of event sample to obtain equal exposure of the source and
BG regions is an inferior attribute of this method. If the data set 13 large,
and there are few such breaks, an hour angle cut won't affect the results much.
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On a day with a large excess number of events in the source region, an hour
angle cut can make the excess appear less significant. A modified hour angle
cut (Timecuts), described later, retains all the events by estimating BG from a
larger region in right ascension.

4.5.2

All Sky Method

The All Sky method[40] uses the exposure and trigger conditions of the experiment to generate a "fake" BG data set 10 times larger than the original. The
new data set behaves as an independently generated data set for the purposes of
looking for excess/deficit from the source region and other regions, but reflects
the exposure conditions of the experiment at the time of data taking.
In the All Sky method, events are characterized by the time of the event
and by 6 and <f>, the local zenith and azimuthal angles of the event direction,
respectively. For each event, 10 fake BG events are generated by using each
detected event time in conjunction with randomly selected 0 and <j> from distributions made from the previous 20,000 events. The 6, <j> and event time for each
generated background event are mapped into celestial coordinates (6 and a).
Some fraction fall into the source bin, and the final number in the source bin
divided by 10 is the estimate of the number of events expected in that region if
there were no source present.
The advantage of this method is that it allows one to naturally take into
account systematic biases in estimating the BG. The new BG map reflects the
gross features of the data set, but all the small features, such as an excess around
a soiirce position, are lost. Therefore the difference of the original and BG maps
should reveal point or diffuse sources of radiation. An analog to the effect of
this smoothing is the result of a filter on a noisy electrical voltage signal. The
main disadvantage of this method is that it requires a large amount of computer
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time to make the BG distributions. The BG sample used to generate 10 fake
events should be large enough to prevent repeated events.

4.5.3

Scrambled Times Methods

The Scrambled Times method is similar to the All-Sky method in producing
a BG map 10 times larger than the original data set. [41] For each shower, the
local coordinates and time are transformed into celestial coordinates (a,6). For
each recorded event, 10 fake events are generated. The new events are created
by randomly picking event times from existing event times in the data set. The
data set chosen to pick the event times spans 5 hours and brackets the event
of interest. The new events are associated with the original event, because the
declination 6 is kept fixed. However, fixing 6 requires that there be a new a
for the fake event. The distribution in a of the ten new fake events reflect the
distribution in a of the original data. The events that fall into the source bin
are an estimate of ten times the BG for the source region.
The advantage of this method is that it automatically eliminates several
possible systematic effects. Breaks in data collection, as well as event rate
variations, are compensated for because the BG events have the same time
distribution as the real ones. Variations in sensitivity are compensated for
because BG events are generated from the distribution of local coordinates.
This method was used to search for directional excess from the Crab for the
entire data set, and the data set after a discriminating cut that is supposed to
reject primary hadron events, described in more detail in Chapter 6.

4.6

Searching for Daily Excess Number of Events from
the Crab

Episodic emission can correspond to very high peak luminosities at the source.
Beamed particle production can occur in bursts, at an intensity less constrained
than constant isotropic particle production. Isotropic emission is generally less
intense than beamed emission, sometimes by many orders of magnitude. Searching for daily burst excess is a logical first step in searching for episodic emission
since a full exposure day from a source is ~ 7 hours long with 17 hours of little
or no exposure.
The CYGNUS data set from the Crab consists of 1621 days, described in
more detail in Chapter 6. The number of events in a single day as a function of
the date varies according to the rate plot given in Figure 5.1. As a result, our
sensitivity to burst activity has increased. I describe the results of the search
for burst days in Chapter 6.
The Scrambled Times method is used to search for excess/deficit on individual days. The method is compared to the aS method, applied to individual
days. For days with partial exposure, a modified aS method is given below.
These methods are compared in Chapter 8.

4.6.1

Method of Time Cuts on Partial Exposure Days

For a day when the break is close to the zenith, a significant fraction of the
source events might be thrown away in a simple hour angle cut. For partial
exposure days, the Timecuts method is identical to an aS scan, except during
the time ~ 40 minutes on either side of the break. Near the break, the regions
of equal exposure, for source and background regions, no longer exists. The
method used here estimates the background from regions in farther away in
right ascension (a), for times near the breaks.
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Figure 4.5: Hour Angle Cuts for a Day with Partial Exposure
A simple illustration of the method of using a larger a region is given in
Figure 4.5. The dashes across the graph represent the BG regions. Near the
break only bins on one side can be used to estimate BG. The side of the source
used depends on the side of the run change. The exposure and number of BG
events near the break, cannot be estimated with the ussual equal number of BG
bins on both sides of the source bin. The name time cut comes from the fact
that the time at which one chooses to use bins on one side or the other occurs
at a paticular time for all the bins. Although hour-angle and time are related,
the bin itself has a finite width in hour-angle, which makes an hour-angle cut
ambiguous in defining the break.
In practice, it is better to gradually change the number of BG bins from
equal on both sides of the source bin, to all on one side or the other. The
amount of time for this to occur is equal to the time it takes for the number of
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8G bins on one side of the source, to move through the source position, in hour
angle. This is approximately 10 minutes per bin. Thus the sequence of time
allotted to each configuration of BG exposure, is given in Table 4.1. The case
of 2.5° bin widths (in a) is given for simplicity.
A< (Min^ Bins Left in a
Pre -40
4
-40 to -30
5
-30 to -20
6
7
-20 to -10
-10 to -0
8
Break
10 toO
0
20 to 10
1
30 to 20
2
40 to 30
3
Post 40
4

Bins Right in a
4
3
2
1
0
8
7
6
5
4

Table 4.1: Bins Used Near Break
The Timecuts method can deal with multiple breaks in the data as long as
there is ~ 100 minutes between each break. This is the time required for a
switch from all bins on one side to equal bins on both sides of the source bin,
and back to all bins on the other side before the next break.

4.7

Discriminating on Muon Content

The muon content of air showers detected by CYGNUS has varied over the years
because changes were made in the experiment trigger, and the muon detection
area was increased to 4 times that of E-225. Simulations of air showers and
detector response show that < 0.1 muons on average are expected to be detected
for 7-ray initiated showers for the majority of the data set, while proton initiated
showers should produce ~ 1 muon in the E-225 detector. The average number
of detected muons is 1.2 muons in E-225. Rejecting events with 1 or more
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Figure 4.6: Fraction of Data with No Muons
muons detected in E-225 (keeping 0 muon events only) should enhance a 7-ray
signal. The sensitivity of a muon cut will depend upon the fraction of BG events
discarded by the cut. Figure 4.6 shows the data remaining after a muon cut,
as a function of the fraction of the total data set. The increase in sensitivity is

The muon cut also tends to reject large shower sizes, because large showers
have a larger muon density, therefore, low energy proton induced air showers
will not trigger E-225. Since the flux from the Crab in the models of Chapter
2 suggest the energy spectrum is steeply falling near or just above CYGNUS
threshold, the muon cut will enhances signals for these models.
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4.8

Confidence Level Upper Limits

Upper limit on the flux from the Crab region can be calculated by finding the
limit on the fraction of events allowed in the source region, in addition to the
events that are there from BG. The confidence on this is made by requiring a
• enario where the BG and source region event numbers fluctuate up to give the
observed number in the source region.
Fractional excess/deficit is described approximately by,

= (NS-Nh)±
where Nexeett is the number of excess events, N, is the number of events in the
source region, and Nt, is the number of BG events, determined from the BG
regions. Since the background region is 10 times larger than the source region,
the error is dominated by the fluctuations in the number of source region events.
The excess number of events (iVercwj) is distributed according to a Gaussian
probability distribution of width ~ %/77», in the limit of large numbers of events.
Some portion of the probability distribution is in the positive excess region (also
called the "physical region/) A first approximation to the 90 % confidence level
limit of source emission is given by the integral of the probability distribution
as a function of Nescetl (only varying Nt) from 0 to 90 % of the physical region,
(see Figure 4.7.) It is an approximation because the fluctuations in BG are not
taken into account; uncertainty in #«<»•• also depends on fluctuations in Nt,.
The second contribution is small when Nt, is determined from a much larger
number than Nt. A double integral is required for the correct limit given by,

0.9 = C- [N'imd<s>
Jo

Jo

rd<B>-P(NttNb\<s><B>)

d<B> -P(N., Nh \<s><B
where < s >~ Nexetat is the variable for the integral over the excess number
of events, and < B > is the variable for the integral over the number of BG
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i
Figure 4.7: Graphical illustration of the physical region used for calculating
upper limit fluxes.
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events in the source region. < s > is a varied over possible values of excess for
fixed < B >; the only contribution to the < s > integral is from the variation
of the number of expected source events for a given < B >. The probability
distribution P is a function of < s > and < B > centered on N, — Nt, and iVj
determined from the observations.
An approximate formula for the limit cf the number of source events is,

Numit = a x fif, + N<
•excc««
where a is 1.28 if the fractional excess is large and is 1.64 if the excess is 0. This
necessarily doesn't apply to the case when the deficit is more 1.64a, since the
limit cannot be negative. A compilation of formulas for other CL limits (i.e.
80%, 95 %) are given in the particle data book[42], along with a disscussion of
statistical proceedures for limits.
Once the limit on the number of events in the source region is determined, the
limit on the flux can be calculated based on the characteristics of the detector
response, BG flux, and assumed source spectrum. [40] Assuming an integral
spectrum of E~lA for UHE emission from the source, the 90% confidence level
limit on the fraction of events can be converted to an upper limit of flux given
by,

above energy E', where $ c * = 2 x 10"7 cm"2 s"1 is derived from the all particle
spectrum above Eo — 10 TeV.[23] The relative efficiency for triggering by 7-rays
to proton is H, where Ry = 1.4 is derived from Monte Carlo simulations. The
factor e = 0.72 corrects for the fraction of source events contained in the bin
(on average), and Aft = 1.8 x 10"3, is the total solid angle subtended in the
bin.
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4.9

Comparing Results from Different Methods

One advantage of the method of looking across the region in right ascension
for an assessment of the background is that this uses less computer time than
methods requiring distributions from the large data set. One must be careful
to estimate any exposure bias across right ascension that is more varied than a
linear change.
In the methods described above, the BG estimates can be tested against one
another to determine the level of systematics. If the results from two different
methods are in gross disagreement, the reason may be a systematic in one or
both of the analysis. Agreement however can be misleading if the BG data sets
are somehow correlated. We can estimate how well the different results should
compare, assumming independent data sets.
The difference in the number of sigmas iVjandJVa is given by

Taking the variation of S with respect to N\ and JV*3, assuming the number of
background events is large, the error (or variance) of the difference £ is,

The estimation of significance should differ by no more than 0.45<r, in 67% of
the cases. An agreement better than 0.45a would be expected if the BG data
sets are correlated.

Chapter 5
Results of Searches for Cumulative and Burst
Directional Excess
5.1

Data Set

The data set chosen for this analysis contains over 200 million air shower events
from the northern sky, collected over the past 5 years. Over 85,000 of these
events are used to estimate flux from a region around the Crab. Certain events
are thrown out if the number of bad event times exceeds a few over a source day
or if the data is corrupted in some other way. A small fraction of the data set
before 24 June 1986 was ignored because the rate was low, making it difficult
to distinquish breaks in exposure from long fluctuated gaps. Each full exposure
day from Julian Day 244 6575.5, through 244 8555.5 was analyzed for excess
using the Scrambled Times method described in Chapter 4.
The CYGNUS trigger rate has changed considerably since the beginning
of CYGNUS operation. The rate of data taking as a function of the date is
reflected in the number of events observed from the Crab bin as a function
of tiine (see Figure 5.1). The trigger rate increase improves our sensitivity to
source flux.
Several methods are described below and in subsequent chapters to look
for excess from the source region. The method chosen for obtaining flux is
Scrambled Times. Discriminating showers based on muon content, described
in Chapter 4, is made on a subset of the data that is sensitive to E-225 muon
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Figure 5.1: The Number of Events Per Day from the Crab Bin
detection, those events that trigger CYGNUS-I only.

5.2

Results of Cumulative Directional Excess Search

The Scrambled Times analysis yields 85677 events from the Crab source bin,
when the expected background (BG) is 85415. The excess can be tested for
how often BG fluctuations in the source and BG regions, would give an excess
this large or larger, assuming there are no signal events. The Li-Ma test [43]
gives excess/deficit distributed according to a Gaussian of width 1 if the data is
created according to Poisson fluctuations of the BG. The occurrence of an excess
of 262 events or larger from fluctuations of the BG occurs 72% of the times from
the Li and Ma significance of 0.85a. The original data set and the BG produced
data set are shown in Figure 5.2. The distribution of the differences of real and
BG fake data is the event excess/deficit as a function of a, shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: Region of right ascension about the source position.
The apparent tilt across the region of right ascension appears in both the real
and fake data and is removed in the difference plot (Figure 5.3)
The limit of the number of source events is 741 (90% CL) using Num =
1.64>/Ni + (N, - Ni). Using the prescription of Chapter 4, the upper limit for
the flux is 2.9 x 10"13cm"2s"1 above E' = 40 TeV (90 % CL). This assumes a
spectral index for 7-rays to be equal to the cosmic ray BG of —2.7, which is
different from the spectral index measured by Whipple.[l]
An excess/deficit plot for the data as a function of the fraction of the data
set can reveal excess on a shorter time scale than the total time of observation.
The excess/deficit as a function of the square root of the number of events in
the source region is shown in Figure 5.4. A detectable source flux should cause a
monotonic increase in the significance vs. i/NEv»nu- The maximum significance
of 1.95(7 occurs at ~ 2/3 the total data set.
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Figure 5.3: Background subtracted data about the source position.

5.3

Results of Directional Excess Search on Muon Poor
Data

Muon poor data was examined on CYGNUS I events only using the Scrambled
Times method. Of the 85415 events in the source region, 39949 events are muon
poor (E-225 only). The number of events expected from BG is 39537.5, an excess
of 448 events over BG. The Li and Ma significance test gives 2.0a for the excess,
or a 7.5% chance probability of occurring from random BG fluctuations. The
data set and the BG data set are shown in Figure 5.5. The distribution of the
event excess/deficit as a function of a is shown in Figure 5.6. Again the tilt is
removed in the excess/deficit estimate (Figure 5.6). In this plot I've expanded
the scale from the previous one to be +4 to —4 Gaussian a, to accomadate the
error bar in this graph.
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Figure 5.5: Region of right ascension about the source position.
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Figure 5.6: Background subtracted data about the source position.

The limit of the number of source events in the muon poor events is estimated
to be 774. Prom this, the fraction of events that are allowed from the source
at the 10% confidence level limit yields a flux limit similar to the muon rich
analysis. The limit is 2.9 x l O ^ c a r t " 1 above E1 = 40 TeV (90 % CL); as in
the muon rich case, this limit assumes a spectral index equal to the cosmic ray
BG of —2.7. For comparison to other results from the Whipple collaboration,
we can ask what the flux would correspond based soley on the fractional excess
( no confidence level on the limit ) The fraction is necessarily smaller and the
flux at 40 TeV is 1.7 x 10"l3cm"2s"1 above 40 TeV, assuming a cosmic ray
spectral index of —2.7. This is compred with the Whipple flux extended to our
energy of 1.1 x 10"13cm"2s~i above 40 TeV, assuming a spectral index of —2.4.
The uncertainty in the the Whipple measured spectral index of ±0.2 brings
CYGNUS within detection.

5.4

Distribution of Excess/Deficit in Daily Burst Search

For each source day, the deviation from the mean was calculated using the
Li and Ma statistic. [43] The distribution of excess/deficit is shown in Figure
5.7. The distribution is compared to a Gaussian distribution, normalized to the
number of days in the daily search. The distribution reveals one entry at 4.4<r.
The mean of the fitted Gaussian is -0.01 ±0.025 and the width of is 0.95 J- 0.18.
The largest entry is 28 April 1989 (DJ = 2447644.5, UTC = 66700, to DJ =
2447645.5, UTC = 11200.) The day had 40 events on source with 17.0 events
expected from the BG, The probability of this occurring from BG fluctuations is
4.4 x 10~*. The number of trials of 1615 lays brings the probability to 7.1 x 10~3.
If there aren't any systematic exposuvs biases, we expect to find one day at this
significance once in 150 experiments.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of Li and Ma a for 1621 source days.

5.5

Day with Largest Excess; 28 April 1989

Day 28 April 1989 was examined to look for short term burst activity. Figure 5.8
is a Kohnogorov/Smirnov plot of the events for the day. The day had a break
(flat region of Figure 5.8) between -1.79 hours and 0.0 hours. The KS plot is a
cumulative distribution function for the source and BG data sets. Plotted along
the ordinate is the fraction of events as a function of time (in hour angle plotted
along the abscissa). This is shown for the day of most significance (28 April
1989) in Figure 5.8. The event hour angles are given for the source position
for all events that fall in the source bin, because the hypothesis being tested is
whether events from the source position are consistent with BG. Both BG and
source events are treated in this way to be consistent. Using the formula derived
by Kohnogorov and Smirnov[44]. The significance of the largest difference in
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Figure 5.8: KS plot for the events of day 28 April 1989.
the source and BG cumulative totals can be checked by
+t, > observed) =
where

where DjJ^ is the largest difference in the two distributions (measured vertically)
and N is the number of events in the source region. An approximate value of
D ^ , is 0.22, given by the first term in the series, for a probability of 13% for
fluctuations.
A cut on muon content requiring muon poor showers in both the source and
BG regions leaves 10 events on source and 6 in the BG. If the excess is caused by
the source, and the events interact like one expects for 7-rays, we would expect
to have 20 events on source and 11 BG events.
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Figure 5.9: Phaseogram of the burst events on 28 April 1989.
The day was examined for periodicity at the pulsar period. Figures 5.9, 5.10,
5.11, 5.12 give the phase for the events in two different sized bins, and for muon
rich and poor events. A search for periodicity in the larger bin is made, because
studies have shown that periodicity tests tend to have more power for larger
bin sizes when the number of source events is (< 50).[45,36] For all the plots,
the radio main and inter-pulses show no statistically significant excess and the
excess/deficit of all the bins shows no large deviations from the average of all
the bins.
The muon content of showers from the source position was compared to BG
showers of the same size and zenith angle. A smaller muon content is expected
for showers from 7-ray primaries. The averages for runs 1219 and 1220 are given
in Table 5.1. The error in these values of shower size and muon content has not
been calculated, however, the distributions of these quantities were coxnporable
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Figure 5.10: Phaseogram of burst events with no muons on 28 April 1989.
with similar BG showers (showers of similar zenith angle on this day.)
Source

Background

3.0 x 105
4.38

2.82

2.4 x 105
1.93

1.73

Run 1219

<Ne>
<N»>
Run 1220

<Ne>
<NU>

. Table 5.1: The average muon content and size for source and BG events.
The flux and flux upper limits are derived in different ways. In the case
when you believe the excess is significant enough to claim a detection, the flux
is derived from the fractional excess. Implicit in the estimate of upper limit on
the flux from the region is that no detection can be claimeds because the excess
is not significant enough (generally > 3a is the level used by most to claim a
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Figure 5.11: Phaseogram of the burst events on 28 April 1989 (larger bin size).
detection). The flux upper limit is a larger number than the fractional excess
in general.
Since it is difficult to ascertain at what level one should quote a flux limit
or the flux, and since this one day has a larger than expected excess, both the
flux limit and flux are quoted here. The limit on the number of events in the
source region is 29.5. This corresponds to a 90% CL upper limit on the flux from
the source region of 5.9 x 10"11cm"2s~1 above 40 TeV, assuming a cosmic-ray
BG spectral index. If the excess is an excess caused by source emission, the
fractional excess of 23/17.0 corresponds to a flux of 4.6 x 10~ucm"2s"1

5.6

23 February 1989

Other groups have reported emission from the Crab on 23 February 1989, Day
Julian (DJ) = 244 7580.5, Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) = ~ 16 : 00
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(mean time of the three burst). [18,20,19] We have searched for possible emission from the Crab on the two days on either side of the time of the reported
detection. In Figure 1.6 of Chapter 1, the burst times from the 3 detections are
shown. We had a peak exposure to the Crab at UTC = 1.8 hours at this time
of the year. During the Crab transit previous the time of the burst from others,
25 events were observed on source by CYGNUS while 24.4 are expected from
the BG, while the following transit had 22 events on source, with 20.9 events
expected from the BG. The upper limit for the flux on the transit prior to that
of the claimed burst is 8.4 x 10"12cm-2s-1 above 40 TeV (90 % CL), assuming
a cosmic-ray spectral index. The upper limit for the flux on the day after is
1.1 x 10-"cm"a8-1 above 40 TeV (90 % CL). A slightly larger flux upper limit
would be obtained using the spectral index measured by Whipple. To compare
with results given at 100 TeV and 200 TeV by Baksan, KGF and EASTOP, the
flux given here is reduced by a factor of 0.21 at 100 TeV, and at 200 TeV by a
factor of 0.065. In all cases, these flux limits are a factor of ~ 100 smaller than
the reported flux of 23-Feb-1989.

Chapter 6
Search for Pulsed Emission from the Crab
6.1

Introduction

The pulsar ephemeris is given at monthly intervals from 1983 to the present
by the Jodrell Bank Radio Telescope. Phase of the pulsar rotation can be
accurately determined at any time since 1983 based on radio ephemerides from
Jodrell Bank. This makes it an ideal object to search for pulsed emission.
Using timing information, we can attempt to obtain low flux level detection if
the signal is phase correlated.

6.2

Statistical Tests for Determining Pulsar Flux

The Crab light curve is shown in Chapter 1, Figure 1.1, for several energy ranges.
The light curve is double peaked. At 600 MHz the main pulse has a duty cycle
(fraction of the total phase) of ~ 3% and the inter-pulse is ~ 10%. The main
pulse is more prominent at this energy. The duty cycle of the pulses at X-ray
energy is somewhat broader. The main and inter-pulses are of approximately
equal strength at X-ray energy.
Various test statistics have been developed to test for periodicity of light
curves observed at lower energy. A simulation was made to find a test statistic
which maximizes the significance of determining the existence of pulsed emission
at the radio period when applied to simulated pulsed data.
Protheroe and Rayleigh test statistics are often used to look for single bump
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so
structures in pulsar periodicity searches at VHE/UHE. The Protheroe test is
especially suited for light curves which are narrowly peaked. The Rayleigh
test is designed to test for light curves which resemble a sinusoid of period 2ir.
Neither of these tests is ideal for the bimodal distribution of the Crab. The
Rayleigh test has a functional form that tends to give low power for bimodal
distributions, while the Protheroe test tends to have power for narrow single
peaked light curves.
A class of generalized Rayleigh tests, the Z tests, are suited for harmonics of
sinusoidal light curves. Since the Z power increases as the harmonic of Z more
closely matches the light curve of interest, and higher powers of Z are suited for
narrower light curves, the class of Z statistics from iV=l to N=IO were tested.
In addition to the light curves from lower energy observations, several other
light curves were also tested for the best Z statistic, in order to obtain more
general results.

6.3

Simulation to Find the Best Test Statistic

A study done on the Z statistics indicates that Z5 is a good test statistic for
detection of double bump light curves. The Z# statistics are given by.
N i /#even«.

^

\2

/#evenf

\2

j

(#eucnt3)

where the sum is over all the events in the phase plot, and over each of the
frequencies from 1 to N. For a phaseogram consisting of BG data distributed
uniformly, Z% applied to the phases is distributed asymptotically as x2 with 2N
degrees of freedom.
The ZN statistics were tested for power on a fake data set that contained
~ 35,000 events, with a ~ 2.5<r excess of source events added to it. Statistics Z\
thr mgh Z t0 were looked at for power for several test light curves, as a function
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of bin size. The BG events were given random phases between 0 and 1, while
the source events were distributed according to several different light curves;
• sinusoidal of phase 4n-.
• single bump, 10% width,
• double bump, 10% width for each,
Power in the Z statistics was computed for 100 trials at each N from 1 to 10.
Bin size was varied to change the fraction oi source and BG events. Bin size
was varied from between 1.5° to 4.5£, while the number of events from BG
was varied in proportion to bin area. The angular resolution for determining
the amount of signal was 0.75°. Since this study was performed, the angular
resolution has since been estimated to be better than 0.75° (see Chapter 3).
The average power in ZN was derived from the 100 throws for each case by
converting power to probability and averaging over the 100 cases. The best
statistic was Z5 on all the light curves tested. An example of power vs. bin size
this is given in Figure 6.1 for the case of a double bump light curve. The case
with the most power corresponds to a bin size that is somewhat independent of
the trial statistic. Interestingly enough, this bin size is similar to the one that
maximizes the significance in the cumulative searches.

6.4

Results

The phaseogram for events with no cut to enhance a 7-ray signal in a 2.4° x 2.6°
bin is shown in Figure 6.2. The phaseogram shows no significant pulsation at
either the radio main or inter-pulses. The phaseogram for events with no muons
in also shown here (see Figure 6.3). No evidence exists for pulsation at the radio
main pulse or inter-pulse for the case when a 7-ray enhancing cut was made.
The Z$ statistic for the data with no cut on muon content yields £jv. s = 9.9 for
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Figure 6.3: Phaseogram for Muon Poor Events
10 DOF. This is consistent with BG. This Z5 statistic applied to the data that
had the muon cut yields a value Zjj=s = 6.2 for 10 DOF, also consistent with
no pulsed emission.
Upper limit flux estimates are made for bins of 10% of a phase at the main
pulse, and the interpulse. The bin used to estimate the flux for the interpulse
is shifted from that given in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 because the interpulse is not
centered on a bin in these histograms.
The phaseogram for the normal showers has 8584 events at the main pulse,
when 8508 events are expected. The limit (described in more detail in Chapter
4) on the fraction of pulsed emission at the main phase peak is 2.7% of the
cosmic- ray flux. This corresponds to a flux upper limit of 8.9 x 10"14cm"3s~1
above 40 TeV, and 5.9 x l O ^ ' c n r V 1 above 200 TeV (90 % CL). The limit
on the fraction of the cosmic-ray flux for emission at the inter-pulse is 0.84%.
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The interpulse flux upper limit is 2.8 x 10"Mcm~3s~1 above 40 TeV, and 1.8 x
l O - ^ c m - V above 200 TeV (90 % CL). The combined flux limit is 1.2% of the
cosmic-ray flux for a combined limit of 4.2 x 10"14cm~2s~1. The combined flux
limit is 2.7 x lO-^cm-V" 1 above 200 TeV.
For the phaseogram for events with no muons, the main pulse phase has a
fractional limit of the cosmic-ray flux of 1.0 %. This corresponds to a flux upper
limit of 3.4 x l O - ^ c m - V 1 above 40 TeV, and 2.2 x l O - ^ c n r V 1 above 200
TeV (90 % CL). The fractional limit for the interpulse is 2.7% of the cosmicray flux. This corresponds to 8.8 x 10"Mcm~2s"1 above 40 TeV, and 5.7 x
10~15cm~2s~1 above 200 TeV. The combined limit for the main pulse and interpulse is 3.2 x 10"14cm"2s~1 above 40 TeV. The combined limit above 200 TeV
is 2.1 x l O - ^ c m - V 1 above 200 TeV.

Chapter 7
Comparison of Different Techniques
7.1

Introduction

Exposure bias is tested by using different techniques to obtain the results. These
techniques are described in Chapter 4. The agreement of results using different
methods suggests that the individual techniques are not systematic limited in
determining if a signal exists in the Crab region. As discussed previously, the
results from two different methods should agree to 0.45 a in the limit of large
numbers of BG events, and a BG data set 10 times larger than the source data
set. Several comparisons are made here. The comparison on the cumulative
data set is the most sensitive to cumulative exposure bias, and the comparison
of individual days tests for exposure bias of a sporadic nature.

7.2

Comparison of DC searches

The aS method is used on the cumulative data from the Crab region to compare
with the Scrambled Times method, which was used to obtain flux upper limits.
The number of source events is 85677, while the BG is estimated as 85316.4
using the aS method. The probability of obtaining an excess of 361 events or
larger from fluctuations of the BG is 1.2 x 10"1 (1.18 Li and Ma a). The result
when compared to the Scrambled Time3 method is 0.33 o different, within the
predicted difference of 0.45<r.
The All-Sky method was used to estimate significance for 49 potential sources
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in a paper recently published by CYGNUS.[40] The data used in the All-Sky
search is a subset of the data used in the Scrambled Times method on the
Crab. The All-Sky method applied to the Crab gives 1.8cr excess from the
source region, when 64792 events had been obtained from the source region.
The Scrambled Times method had between 1.3a to 1.5a over a month spanning
the number of source events in the All-Sky analysis. This is within ~ 0.5a, while
the expected agreement is 67% of the times no larger than 0.45a different for
two methods. A strict choice in events of the data used to compare significance
would be desired if there were not more than 2 methods already to compare, or
if there were some large discrepancy in any two results.

7.3

Comparison of Two Methods for Daily Searches

Comparison is made with the two preferred methods, Scrambled Times and QS
for the daily burst search. The difference in significance for individual days
(given in Li-Ma a difference) is shown for the data set in Figure 7.1. The
expected average difference in significance of 0.45 a. The fitted mean is (— 5.7 ±
2.5) x 10~3a, and the width is 0.38 ± 0.01. The \2 P«" degree of freedom is
0.85. The difference between the expected and fitted widths is larger less than
expected, and suggest the BG estimates are somewhat correlated. This may
not be too surprising since the methods use overlapping data sets to determine
BG. No individual days are significantly different in the two methods, as seen
by the lack of events far outside the fitted distribution.

7.4

Day with the Largest Excess; 28 April 1989

The largest excess in the Crab data set occurs on a day when the detector had
a large gap during the Crab transit. This day was used to test how sensitive
the data is to exposure bias by comparing different methods.
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Figure 7.1: Difference of oc-scan and scrambled times for 1621 days.
The hour angle exposure for 28 April 1989 consisted of full exposure up to
—1.79 hours (source hour angle), with a break of 1.80 hours, and full exposure
the rest of the day (see Figure 5.8, Chapter 5). Four different methods were
applied to this day to obtain significance. Table 7.1 shows that the methods
agree to within the desired error of 0.45a. The hour angle cut method reduces
the significance of the day because it discards data from the Crab region near
the zenith.
The agreement of the results using methods that require complete exposure
for the source suggests that the exposure bias was below the level of the statistical fluctuations. The pressure near the break has been looked at here to
determine the level of an effect it has on this day. Los Alamos National Laboratory maintains a weather station which monitors the atmospheric pressure in
close proximity to our experiment. An examination of the pressure (Figure 7.2)
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Method

Bin Size

TimeCuts
2.4° x
2.4° x
aS
Scrambled T. 2.4° x
Hour Angle 2.3° x

2.6°
2.6°
2.6°
2.5°

Events
Events
Li-Ma
On Source Off Source
a
40
4.4
17.3
40
16.5
4.6
17.0
4.4
40
23
2.6
11.9

Table 7.1: Comparison of several different methods on the most significant day
in the daily burst analysis.
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Figure 7.2: Pressure as Measured by the LANL Atmospheric Group on 28 April
1989
reveals no abnormal changes. The pressure around the break is quite stable to
less than 1 mbar for four hours about the break. The pressure was stable to 3
mbar for the transit of the source on this day. Using the maximum variation of
3 mbarns over the entire day, the number of BG or source events should be proportional to the fractional change in pressure. Using the CYGNUS rate versus
pressure data given in Figure 3.7, the number of events would be adjusted by
at most 4.4 events for either the source or background, however, the scrambled
times method, which compares well with the others, is designed to not be sensitive to rate exposure bias in estimating BG. The close agreement of the results
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suggests the rate effect is smaller than the fluctuations in event number.

Chapter 8
Conclusions
Five years of air shower data totaling over 200 million air shower events from the
northern sky using the CYGNUS array with 0.64° angular resolution was used
to make a search for UHE emission from the Crab. Several different analysis
were made to determine the existence of UHE emission; searches were made for
steady and episodic emission, both pulsed and un-pulsed.
The search for DC flux revealed no significant excess. The upper limit for
the flux is 2.9 x l O ^ c n r V 1 above E' = 40 TeV (90 % CL) using a -2.7
integral spectral index. If the flux measured by Wbipple is extended to 40 TeV
we expect a flux of 1.3 x 10~13 cm" 2 s"1. This level is within range of detection
by our experiment.
A cut on muon content to enhance a 7-ray signal yielded an upper limit to
the flux of 6.6 x 10" 1 3 cm"V 1 above £?' = 40 TeV (90 % CL) using a spectral
index equal to the cosmic ray BG of —2.7.
Models that describe the Wbipple detected flux and spectrum suggest that
this extrapolation is valid up to 104 TeV. The fractional excess of 2a for our
analysis corresponds to a flux of 1.7x 10~13 cm2 s"1, while the flux from Whipple,
given in Chapter 1 is 1.1 x 10"13 cm2 s~* above 40 TeV (integral flux). Our 2a
excess is not statistically compelling but is consistent with extrapolation of the
Whipple flux, and some of the models.
Several techniques used to estimate the BG exposure lend creedance to our
ability to determine source flux limit down to 1/2% of the cosmic-ray BG. The
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three methods used (Scrambled Times, aS, and All-Sky) gave similar results.
The agreement is encouraging since most experiments tend to be dominated by
systematics effects at the few % level.
The distribution of excess/deficit (in sigmas) of the burst days showed 1 day
with a large excess, 28 April 1989. The probability that one day would have
a BG fluctuation this large or larger in the 1615 days examined is 7.1 x 10~3.
We expect to find one day at this significance once in 150 experiments from
BG fluctuations. No burst activity is seen on a shorter time scale by comparing
cummulative distributions of the source and BG regions for the day.
For 28 April 1939, a zero muon cut does not improve the significance. Periodicity on the day does not show any significant correlation with either the
radio main or inter-pulses. The 90% CL limit is 5.9 x 10~11cm~2s~1 above 40
TeV, assuming a cosmic-ray BG spectral index. The actual excess corresponds
to a flux of 4.6 x 10~"cm~ 2 s~ l .
A day quoted by others as interesting was 23 February 1989. There are
three observations of this burst with flux estimated to be between 0.2 and
1.3 xlO""cm- 2 8- 1 . The flux from-KGF is the largest of all of them (1.3
x 10~ u cm" 2 s" 1 ) and their energy threshold more closely matches that of CYGNUS
(~ 100 TeV). The upper limit for the flux on the transit prior to that of the
claimed burst observed by CYGNUS is 8.4 x l O - ^ c m - V 1 above 40 TeV (90
% CL), assuming a cosmic-ray spectral index. The upper limit for the flux on
the day after is 1.1 x 10""cm~ 2 8- 1 above 40 TeV (90 % CL). Our result shows
that the duration of the burst was limited to to 10 hours.
The flux on pulsed emission is 9.0 x 10" l3 cm" 2 s" 1 above 40 TeV, and 5.9 x
10- M cm- a s- 1 above 200 TeV (90 % CL). The limit on the fraction of the cosmicray flux for emission at the inter-pulse is 0.84%. The interpulse flux upper
limit is 2.8 x l O ^ c n r V 1 above 40 TeV, and 1.8 x l O ^ c n r V 1 above 200
TeV (90 % CL). The combined flux limit is 1.2% of the cosmic-ray flux for a
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combined limit of 4.2 x lO'^cm"^" 1 above 40 TeV. The combined flux limit
is 2.7 x 10" u cm" 2 s~ ! above 200 TeV. These fluxes are considerably lower than
the flux of pulsed emission from 1984-87 claimed by Ooty of 4.1 x l O ' ^ c m " ^ " 1
For the muon poor phase analysis, the main pulse phase has a fractional limit
of the cosmic-ray flux of 1.0 %. This corresponds to a flux upper limit of 3.4 x
l O - ^ c n r V 1 above 40 TeV, and 2.2 x 10- l4 cm" 2 s- 1 above 200 TeV (90 % CL).
The fractional limit for the interpulse is 2.7% of the cosmic-ray flux. This corresponds to 8.8 x 10~l3cm"2s~l above 40 TeV, and 5.7 x 10" 14 cm" 2 s" 1 above 200
TeV. The combined limit for the main pulse and inter-pulse is 3.2 x 10~13cm~2s~1
above 40 TeV. The combined limit above 200 TeV is 2.1 x 10~ M cm" 2 s- 1 above
200 TeV.
The flux limits are tabulated in Table 8.1, along with other results. The flux
corresponding to our 2a cummulative excess for muon poor events is shown,
along with the Whipple integral flux extrapolated to 40 TeV.
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Cuts
Search
Technique
DC
Ooty(> 200 TeV)
28-Apr-1989
prior 23-Feb-1989
post 23-Feb-1989
EASTOP (> 200 TeV)
KGF (> 100 TeV)
BAKSAN (> 200 TeV)
DC (2<T)
Whipple Flux (40 TeV)
Search
Technique
DC
Ooty(> 200 TeV)
28-Apr-1989
prior 23-Feb-1989
post 23-Feb-1989
EASTOP (> 200 TeV)
KGF (> 100 TeV)
BAKSAN (> 200 TeV)
DC (2ff)

Whipple Flux (40 TeV)

All Data

Pulsed
cm2 s"1
2.9 x 10"13
2.9 >: 10"13
4.1 x lO"13
5.9 x 10""
8.4 > 10-12
1.1 X 10""
12
2x lO"
1.3 x io-"
1.1 X io-"
Cuts
No Muons
Pulsed
and No Muons
4.2 x 10""
3.2 x 10""

1.7 x 10-13
1.1 X 10 -13

-

Table 8.1: Flux upper limits and comparison to flux from others at VHE/UHE.

Appendix A
Techniques of Barycentering
A.I

Introduction

At optical and radio wavelengths the Crab pulsar and nebula data can be separated by spacial discrimination around the source celestial position. However,
UHE techniques have ~ 1° angular resolution, too large to resolve the nebula.
Therefore, un-pulsed and pulsed overlapping signals would appear to come from
the same region, in the UHE band.
The ephemeris for the Crab pulsar, given by Jodrell Bank, is in solar system
centered (barycentered) times. The times correspond to the times of pulse
arrival at the solar system center of mass. In this system, the phase can be
found from the frequency and its derivative and the epoch (the date and time
of the quoted ephemeris). In order to period analyze the observed on source
events for Crab pulsar periodicity it is necessary to propagate events from earth
to the barycenter. The times of propagation are added to the events and the
phases of the radio pulses are computed.
The apparent period of the pulsar changes throughout the year due to the
earth's motion with respect to the barycenter. The radio pulses at the barycenter decrease in frequency with time as the pulsar slows. An additional change
in period occurs because the source and barycenter are moving with respect to
each other in the galaxy. The relative velocity between them, although small,
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contributes to the change in period arising from the Doppler effect. This additional effect is absorbed in the calculation of the radio ephemeris.
The Boppler shift is the result of the complicated motion of the earth based
observatory with respect to the barycenter. This can be removed since the effect
of the sun, moon and planets on the earth trajectory and the rotation of the
earth is known. Planetary ephemerides are the observed positions and velocities
of the planets and the sun. Associated programs interpolate the data to obtain
the earth site relative to the barycenter to 1 part in 10*, corresponding to an
uncertainty of

0.5/JS

of light travel time from the true barycenter. The event

arrival times are then adjusted by the time of propagation to the barycenter.

A.2

Doppler Period Shift

A Doppler shift amounts to a shift in the observed period of a system because
of the relative motion of the observer and the source of radiation. In our case,
the Crab pulsar is the source of pulsed radiation, and we observe from the earth
based experiment the relative motion occurring because of the earth's motion in
the solar system. For a receding source the observed period will be lengthened
since the distance between earth site and source grows between every emitted
pulse. The altered period is given by
P ; = AT' = A r + — ;c = speed of light
c
where AT is the length of time for one cycle in a reference frame coincident
with the source, and AT* is the length of time for a cycle in the earth frame.
The distance corresponding to the motion of the earth with respect to the
barycenter in an interval of time between two successive emitted pulses at the
source is denoted by As. The change in period caused by the relative motion
corresponds to the time for light moving at speed c to propagate from the
location of the source when it emits a pulse to the location of the source at the
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next emitted pulse, relative to the observer frame. For a relative velocity of
motion v, this is given by
Ax = v•AT
Combining this with the previous equation the new period is given by,

P' = AT-(1 + -) = P-(1 + /?)
C

P' = P + AP

=> AP = 0P

/? is just the relative velocity of the source and observer, given in units of the
speed of light.
At the earth observing site we are accelerating relative to the barycenter,
because of the gravitational attraction to the sun, moon, and planets, and because of the earth's rotation. Acceleration produces a change in velocity relative
to the source and consequently a change in the measured period as a function
of time. The earth's motion around the sun results in the largest effect on the
measured period of the pulsar. The variation in the pulsar period has a yearly
sinusoidal behavior with the period blue-shifted as we accelerate towards the
source, and red-shifted as we accelerate away from it. The motion is complicated by the earth's rotation about its own axis, and perturbations of the orbit
around the sun caused by the moon and planets in decreasing significance for
smaller mass and increasing significance with increasing distance from the earth
as can be seen in the equation for the center of mass.

The earth's motion around the sun and the earth's rotation about its own axis
can be seen clearly in the uncorrected period given in Figure A.I. The gross
change in period is described by the earth's orbit around the barycenter. The
smaller variations of period are described by the earth's rotation about its axis
with the period of a day.
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Figure A.I: Crab Period as Function of Time
The motion of the earth ar&und the barycenter has the largest effect on the
period measured at the earth. We can estimate how much of an effect this
has on the phase we calculate, which is compared to the radio phase at the
barycenter, by calculating an amount of time it takes for phase de-coherence
when the Doppler effect is not corrected for and one is using the uncorrected
period to calculate the phase <f>. The phase <£ is given by
T
<f> = m o d ( - ) ,

±
-L
<p~ p*
T AP
T
P' P "
PP

?~

where T is the length of time of observation. Therefore, a phase de-coherence
of 180° occurs in an amount of time given by,
T

_0.5P
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For the Crab pulsar, the phase de-coherence occurs in just under 165 seconds
for /? = 1CT4.

A.3

Propagation to the Solar System Barycenter

In the theory above, the transformation to remove the Doppler shift is made by
adding to P an amount AP = 0P. This requires finding the velocity relative to
the barycenter. Another way to do the transformation to remove the Doppler
shift and to get the corrected P is to calculate the propagation time for the
event to travel from the experimental site to the barycenter, add this to the
event time and then calculate P in the non-accelerated frame.
The travel time to the barycenter is found by simply finding the time AT =
S • R/c, where R is the vector from Los Alamos to the barycenter, S is the unit
vector from the Los Alamos to the source position, and c is the speed of light
(see Figure A.2). The vector R has been broken down into four vectors going
head to tail from the observatory at Los Alamos to the solar system center of
mass. This heirarchy for computing R is used in the programs and is related
to the manner in which planetary ephemerides are tabulated from planetary
observations, giving center of mass values for subsets of planets and satellites in
the solar system. The first vector goes from the site position to the geocenter.
This amounts to a maximum of 21 ms light travel time for sources in the ecliptic
plane. The second vector gives the distance from the earth center to the earthmoon center of mass. This amounts to a 15 ms maximum light travel time. The
vector from the earth-moon center to the sun center has a maximum value of
~ 500a/cos 0, where 9 is the inclination angle of the source from the ecliptic
plane. Finally, a vector from the sun center to the barycenter is calculated and
this vector is added to the others. The barycenter is at the limb of the sun.
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Figure A.2: Solar system barycenter vectors.
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A.4

General Relativistic Time Dilation

Since the earth is in an elliptic orbit around the sun, the gravitational potential energy at the earth has a sinusoidal variation with period. The change in
gravitational energy produces a time dilation which changes the true period. In
much the same way that the Doppler effect is removed by adding or subtracting
to the event arrival times the propagation time to the barycenter, the gravitational potential difference is removed by adding or subtracting to the event
arrival times the propagation time to a circular orbit in a constant potential.
The effects of the Doppler shift and gravitational time dilation are additive and
the operation of reducing the event times to the barycenter for each of the effects is commutative. The gravitational time dilation is a much smaller effect
than the Doppler effect.
TDT, the notation for Terrestrial Dynamical Time, is converted to Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB) to correct for the general relativistic time dilation.
TDB = TDT + 0.001658 • sin(K,* + K2)
The constants of integration («i,«?) are denned by the coordinate system used.
The effect amounts to a non-negligible fraction of a full phase over a year;
approximately 3.6 ms or 10% of a Crab phase. This formula was derived by S.
Aoki in 1964 using the full general relativistic equations of motion. [46]

A.5

Clock Systems

Astrophysicists use many different time standards and the one that is employed
most often for recording event times is Universal Coordinated Time (UTC).
UTC is transmitted by the global positioning satellite system (GPS) and the
WWV system. The GPS clock system provides up to 500 ns clock accuracy,
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Beginning Date of New A T (sec)
Value of Leap Seconds
11
1972 July 1
1973 January 1
12
1974 January 1
13
14
1975 January 1
1976 January 1
15
1977 January 1
16
17
1978 January 1
1979 January 1
18

Beginning Date of New AT (sec)
Value of Leap Seconds
1980 January 1
19
1981 July 1
20
1982 July 1
21
1983 July 1
22
1985 July 1
23
1987 December 31
24
1989 December 31
25
1990 December 31
26

Table A.I: Leap Seconds
while the WWV system has 0.5 ms clock accuracy. Two clock systems is advantageous for finding errors and having confidence in the resulting times used
later in analysis programs.
UTC has occasional leap seconds which represent two seconds of real time
for one clock second. These are put in because a solar day is not quite 86,400
seconds. Table A.I shows the leap seconds since the institution of this time
keeping system. Leap seconds are taken out by transforming to Atomic Time
TAI where,
TAI = UTC + AT
They are put into UTC by counting the 60th second twice at midnight on predetermined days that are announced by the National Bureau of Standards.
Atomic time is a continuous tir ? keeping system.
Transformation to Terrestrial Dynamic Time (TDT) is a required intermediate step to get to coordinated time. This is given by
TDT = TAI + 32.184
TDT was introduced to provide a continuous time system to ET from 1983. ET
stands for Ephemeris Time, a time keeping system used in planetary astrometry.
TDT and ET can be matched in 1983 (see Astronomical Almanac.)
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u(Hz)
JD-2400000.5
i>(10-lbsec-2)
Date
15 JUL 91
48452
0.032386 29.9466088403
-377571.23
0.004753 29.9455975816
48483
-377545.66
15 AUG 91
45514
0.025346 29.9445864076
15 SEP 91
-377519.18
48544
0.030786 29.9436079304
-377480.18
15 OCT 91
Table A.2: Radio Ephemeris

A.6

Calculating Phase

Once the event times have been corrected to the solar system barycenter and
have been corrected to TDB, the phase can be computed from the radio ephemeris. [47]
The segment of the radio ephemeris is shown in Table A.2. The epoch is given
monthly along with the period and its derivative.
A Taylor series in the frequency v{t) is used to obtain the number of turns
of the pulsar since the epoch.
Nturns = uo(t -10) + vo(t - tQ)2/2 + • • •
A third term is obtained from interpolation of the second term,

4> = MOD(Nturns) = MOD[«/0(i - 1 0 ) + vo(t - to?/2\ + uo(t -

tof/3\]

A check on the accuracy of obtaining phase from the radio ephemeris can be
found by finding the error when propagating the ephemeris data from month
to month. This reveals that the phase can be found to better than 2%. It is
believed that a better interpolation could be made, which includes more than
two epochs, to yield much better than 2% of a phase.

A.7

Planetary Ephemerides and Programs

The general relativistic clock correction requires no directional information
about the source and hence is done by a simple clock transformation given
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above. In altering the times for the Doppler shift one must supply the experimental site coordinates, being careful to tell whether the coordinates are west
or east from Greenwich meridian, and giving the source coordinates in a system consistent with the epoch of their measured positions, (Julian) J2000, or
(Besselian) B1950. Each event time will have a different reconstruction direction, but the events in the source region are fixed to have the source position
for the purpose of propagating the event time to the barycenter.
There are at least three different planetary ephemerides, and associated
programs in use. Two planetary ephemerides (stored on magnetic tape) most
commonly used for the Crab are MIT's PEP311[48] and JPL's DE200[49], and
more recently the Harvard/Smithsonian Center of Astrophysics PEP740.[50] Associated programs help to compute time propagation. These ephemerides and
programs are used by Jodrell Bank to produce their monthly radio ephemerides.
The PEP311 ephemeris was tabulated through January 1990 and therefore one
must depend on DE200 only after this date for comparison to Jodrell Bank
tables. Jodrell Bank is considering employing the PEP740 ephemeris with updated planetary constants in the future to replace PEP311. Following are two
examples of reduction of times to the solar system barycenter.
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